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Marriage Encounter provides enrichment
by Eileen Moore.

LEWALLEN
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"We live in a culture which avoids
physical contact and trust among the
members of society," said Alejandro
Velez, instructor in economics.
For this reason and for a simple desire to
enrich all people's marriages, Velez,
Richard Lewallen, assistant professor of
mathematics and Paul Hamel, instructor
in recreation and parks administration,
have become involved with a national nondenominational organization called
Marriage Encounter.
Marriage Encounter is designed to give
married couples the opportunity to
examine their lives together.
"The objective is the entire family,"
commented Velez. Through a series of
ideas presented by a team of a clergyman
and three couples, an opportunity is given
for a husband and wife to look at themselves and their lives, to look at their
marriage as a spiritual covenant and how
this covenant relates to themselves and
the world.
According to Velez, "it is a crash
program teaching a technique of communication. Marriage Encounter is not a
sensitivity session or group dynamics. The
program is directed to the couple. The
emphasis during the encounter is on
private dialogue between husband and
wife. They spend the weekend together,
away from the children and the distractions of everyday life to concentrate on
communicating deeply with each other."
The encounter begins on Friday at 8 p.m.
and ends at 5 p.m. Sunday. "The weekend
is for the couple, not for the children, the
pets, or any other involvements. The
couple is devoted to each other for the
entire weekend."
The program had its origins in Spain in
the early 1960's when one concerned
Catholic priest observed that some
marriages are more stable and appear to
be more rewarding for the individuals
involved. It was his objective to bring

married couples together to share their
experiences with each other and to give
each individual couple the chance to learn
how to communicate.
The far reaching benefit of the program,
according to Lewallen, is a more firm
sense of community with the rest of the
family and consequently, with the rest of
the world.
"There is a pattern followed for every
weekend encounter session," explained
Lewallen. "Team couples speak to those
attending and are followed by a
clergyman, usually a Catholic priest. After
the speakers are finished, the couples
remain alone to discuss and react to the
questions raised at the end of the session."
By the end of the encounter weekend, the
couples have dealt with their relationship
to each other as individuals, as marriage
partners and as a part of their community.
Velez and Lewallen stressed the fact
that the organization is strictly nondenominationa. "The emphasis is
spiritual, not religious. We do involve the
subject of God and the Scripture, but
mainly for their figurative values," explained Velez.
Lewallen commented that on the
weekend he and his wife attended the
encounter, the priest "did not wear the
traditional garb. He dressed in street
clothes. I even think that he put on some
Jewish vestments at one point of the
weekend."

"There is no formal instruction in the art of
marriage. It is an informal
learning experience. It is not
a contract whereby each
partner fulfills his part of a
bargain.

What actually happens on an encounter
weekend is that the couples are "exposed
to a communication technique. There is an
abundant amount of time during the
weekend (44 hours) for the couples to work
together in trying out the technique,"
commented Hamel.
"We don't like to talk about the specifics
of the technique because individuals might
prepare too many defenses. If people know
what will be presented to them, they might
prepare themselves to fight it," he added.
The married partners listen to what is
termed "team couples" and then to
comments by the attending clergy.
"The team couples get very intimate
and personal in their talks. They deal with
the practicalities of their marriage," said
Velez.
Each team couple voluntarily serves at
each weekend. They are individuals who
have been through Marriage Encounter as
well as training in centers located in New
York, Atlanta and Charlotte.
What each member wanted to stress,
however, is that the encounter is not a
"group dynamics" session.

"The Marriage Encounter is designed
for dialogue strictly between husband and
wife," noted Velez. "There is very little
involvement with other couples," added
Lewallen.
Velez also said, "Other than the time
, spent at each meal, the couples do not
spend time with other couples as a group."
The organization did not come to the
United States until 1967. In that year, there
were eight couples who were participating
in Marriage Encounter. By 1973, the
number soared to 40,000.
"In South Carolina," said Velez, "there
were only three couples one year ago. By
now there are over 100."
According to Hamel, the interest
generated can be attributed to the nature
of the organization.
"People obtain better confidence in what
was good in their marriage to begin with,"
he explained. "I find that I am now less
harsh with people than I was before. And I
didn't even think I was harsh before."
"The encounter helps couples to identify
the problems to be found in marriages. If a
couple knows what they're up against,
they can cope with it more effectively," he
added.
"Marriage is a living thing," commented Velez. "There is no formal instruction in the art of marriage. It is an
informal learning experience. It is not acontract whereby each partner fulfills his
part of a bargain. It is a relationship
between the individuals and their God and
should be continually growing."
For Velez, Hamel, and Lewallen,
marriage encounter provides couples with
the chance to enrich their lives.

Weekend coordinators are very willing
to provide babysitting services for those
with children or pets, according Velez.
"Providing they don't have a zebra for a
pet or something like that," he added.
In commenting upon the benefits to be
derived from experiencing such a
weekend, Lewallen said, "I know of one
couple with very serious marital problems
who had been visiting marriage counselors, psychiatrists and all sorts of
professional help. By the end of the
weekend they were saying, "This beats the
hell out of at least three Ph.Ds.' "
What contributes to the success of the
program, according to Velez is that each
couple is working through its capacity to
love. "There are no professionals there
who are picking apart marriages and
explaining how someone can make it work.
The fact is that it does work. Marriage
Encounter brings the notion that each
spouse will make it work, not some guru
pronouncing the right words," commented
Velez.
Marriage Encounter does not end with
the weekend. By continuing the dialogue
begun on the weekend, "husbands and
wives are enabled to really experience the
greatness of their marital love for each
other," commented Hamel.

"Couples should not be content to be
contained in a humdrum relationship.
Marriage Encounter is one group which
emphasizes the role of the individual in the
marriage. It is a positive action which
most couples should take in order to
generate their love for each other,"
maintained Velez.
The next Encounter weekend is to be
held Nov. 8-10 in Easley. "We ask for an
initial deposit of $10 per couple," said
Velez. "This is a way of getting couples to
make good on their commitment to participate. We must limit the number of
couples who attend each weekend and hate
to leave anyone out because of last minute
cancellations. If they have already invested $10, they will most likely either
cancel in time or show up."
The Easley encounter, to be held at the
Traveleze, "has already been paid for by
the donations from the previous encounter
weekend held in Dillon," said Velez.
"Each couple contributes according to
the extent of its means. It is hoped that
they give from their hearts," he continued.
Both Lewallen and Hamel agreed that
there is good representation from all age
groups in the encounter groups. They both
told of couples with less than one year
experience with marriage and with as
much as 20 years experience.
"The median age of each weekend,
however, is 35," said Lewallen.

VELEZ
Reservations for the Nov. 8 wekeend can
be made by contacting Evelyn and Duncan
Rabey at 654-5679.
"We hope to have 20 couples for that
weekend," said Velez. "I believe we have
14 already."
Those who would like to attend any
Marriage Encounter weekend or to discuss
the concept of the organization in further
detail can contact Velez at 3497, or Hamel
at 3400.
"The important thing to those couples
who have encountered," said Hamel, "is
not how the program works but that it does
work."
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Program focuses on family
by Chester S. Spell
Family Focus program may
arise. "First of all," he said, "I
want to stress that the instructor
of the course is not trying to tell
couples or individuals how to run
their family. I am not a
proclaimed expert on human
behavior in the family structure,
and will serve only as a leader in
the course who will present
known aids to understanding
family problems; I will hope to
learn along with the rest of the
program's participants."
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Wooten said, "We tried to start
this program last fall, but there
was not enough interest to continue it. This year our advertising
is much better, and I am sure we
will have a program this winter."
Family Focus uses the concept of
transactional analysis which,
said Wooten, "is a way of looking
at interpersonal relationships to
find out why we do the things we
do." Family Focus has been
developed towards one of the
YMCA's national goals, Wooten
added, "which is to improve
communication within the family
in order to strengthen it.

linger
lickin'
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Wooten expressed optimism
about the national effort of the
YMCA to improve family communications, noting that more
than 5,000 parents are now in the

Wooten also noted that the
instructors of the Family Focus
program are required to be
certified in order to teach the
course. "At this time I am the
only person here that is certified
to teach the program. I underwent the training program at
Charlotte, N. C, in order to start
the Family Focus program
here," he said.
Wooten added, "I taught this
program at our YMCA camp last
summer and it seemed to work
out very well. We would like to
see both students and anyone else
interested to try it next year."
Wooten noted that "the
national efforts of the YMCA are
becoming much more family
oriented^ and I think this is good
in that it will help us understand
child behavior for future
generations.
"The Family Focus program
attempts to open lines of communication between people that
might otherwise be closed."

Bill lowering presidential
requirements fails
by Jack McKenzie r

"The entire concept of Family
Focus is based on the use of
transactional analysis as expressed in Thomas Harris's book
I'm OK, You're OK," explained
Wooten.
The basic concept expressed in
the book concerns role identification. Berne maintains that
each individual has three basic
personalities — parent, child and
adult. It is the goal of transactional analysis to help individuals develop their adult
personalities, the most desirable.

"Its
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Family Focus, a nationallyknown
family
education
program, will be initiated at the
YMCA early next year according
to William C. Wooten, community.
program director for the YMCA.

Because of the nature of the
lectures, Wooten is trying to.
"limit the enrollment in the
course to nine couples or eighteen
individuals. The only problem
which I can now see with the
course," said Wooten, "is that
some people may find the $35 fee
for the program to be too much to
pay. This cost is necessary
because of the programmed
nature of the course. We will be
using audio-visual aids, lecture
outlines and many accessory
material."

program, being taught by hundreds of instructors. The
program continues to expand. I
hope to start the program here on
January 20, which is at this time
the tenative date only."

"Specifically, our program will
provide parents with skills which
have been proven successful in
handling problems of discipline
and communications with all
other family members," Wooten
added. He then described the
method of instruction as "a
group learning process. It is in
fact a sharing process where the
instructor presents certain skills;
these skills are internalized and
developed, and everyone learns
and contributes together."
"The format for Family Focus
is a series of Six weekly lectures,
which will probably be held on
some week night," said Wooten.
He described the lectures as
"about three hours long. They
will contain practical exercises
and group discussions."
Wooten maintained that
several misconceptions about the

In the past two weeks student
senators have dealt with
legislation touching almost all
aspects of campus life. Much of
the legislation introduced is still
in committee, but there has been
some important floor action.
An attempt to lower the
number of semester hours a
student must have to be eligible
for the offices of student body
president and vice president
failed by a narrow margin at last
week's senate meeting. The
rejected amendment would have
reduced the number of required
hours to 45, making second
semester sophomores eligible to
run for the positions. Due to the
amendment's defeat, the present
60 hour requirement will remain
in effect.
In other action last week the
Women's Tennis Club was
granted official recognition as a
student organization, and a
petition for recognition presented
by the Clemson Community
Involvement Organization was
returned to committee for further
study.
Acting on a revised version of a
bill introduced by the president's
cabinet, the senators approved
the establishment of a cubbyhole
system for interorganizational
mail. The plan, which provides
for the building of cubbyholes in a
central location, will allow
student
organizations
to
correspond with each other
without going through the post

office. The system will also be
used by the student government
office to distribute off-campus
mail sent to organizations
without complete addresses.
A resolution requesting that the
portion of the Clemson House
used for student housing be
designated as a co-ed dorm was
sent back to the Residence Halls
Committee last week. The
committee announced at this
week's senate session that the
original legislation had been
tabled and that another
resolution dealing with the
subject would be presented soon.
Other business before the
senate Monday night included a
bill from the president's cabinet
concerning requirements for
membership on the junior varsity
cheerleading squad. The bill,
making any student eligible for
the squad by removing the
stipulation' that only freshman
can compete for positions, was
passed.
The senate also unanimously
adopted a resolution supporting
the marathon volley ball game
being sponsored by Kappa Kappa
Gamma sorority and Phi Kappa
Alpha fraternity in an effort to
raise money to fight multiple
sclerosis. The resolution urges
students to participate in and
support the event scheduled to
begin Friday afternoon.
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Othello: Candle in the Dark
by Susan Truett.
"Othello: A Candle in the
Dark," was the theme of a lecture delivered by Dr. Maynard
Mack, Wednesday night in Daniel
Auditorium.
"It begins on a dark street in
Venice," began Mack, referring
to William
Shakespeare's
"Tragedy of Othello, the Moor of
Venice." "Brabantio and his
household quickly rouse and
swarm into the night with torches. It is this spectacle we are
not meant to forget, I suggest, for
it will be repeated many times —

MACK

one torch or many torches, then
perhaps only a single candle
moving in the darkness of the
ignorance of each other that we
all share."
Mack, Sterling Professor of
English at Yale University, drew
analogies to his "single candle in
the dark" theme throughout his
speech. He concluded with the
supposition that Othello quenches
the light of the candleextinguishing the faith that
Desdemona (his wife whom he
kills) existed to assert and Iago

(the villain of the story) exists to
deny—the truth.
A member of the Yale faculty
since 1936, Mack was appointed
to the Sterling chair, one of the
most distinguished at Yale, in
1965. He is also director of the
National Institute for the
Humanities at Yale.
Brought to Clemson by the
University department
of
English, Mack received a flattering introduction from a
University professor of English,
Dr. R. J. Calhoun.

Students may find psychic ability
by Bill Kossler.
Mind control is the subject of
the next Student Union activity to
be offered Nov. 9-10 and Nov. 1617.
Silva mind control is a system
of mind techniques that research
scientist Jose Silva has been
developing over the past 26 years.
Silva's research is based on the
assumption of a universal innate
psychic ability. The mind control
course equips the individual with
simple techniques for making use
of the reservoir of psychic ability
found at the lower frequency
levels of the mind.
The conscious mind normally
functions on the beta brain wave

level (as measured by the
electroencephalograph) which is
associated with physical activity,
anxiety, tension; beta level
functions are required, for
example, for reading this print.
Silva's techniques enable the
individual to function at will on
the alpha and theta levels.
Sylva claims benefits such as
an increase in concentration and
memory abilities, a deepening of
creative imagination and verbal
or artistic expression, improved
motivation, self confidence and
leadership and control over
behavior patterns such as
drinking, smoking, overeating,

nervous tension, shyness and
insomnia.
The portion of the course
directed towards college students
is the use of alpha waves for
making stronger impressions on
brain cells. Mind control
graduates state that this enables
them to easily learn and recall
significantly larger amounts of
information. This particular
technique is one of many which
can enable "each individual
student to govern his energy by
intelligent self management".
The course is divided into four
portions, each one progressively
more involved than the previous.

The Student Union is offering the
course for $75, a $25 reduction
from commercial rates.

A free introductory lecture will
be held Monday, 8 p.m., in Hardin
Hall Auditorium.

League of Women Voters explains amendments
Editor's note: South Carolina voters will
have an opportunity Tuesday to approve or
reject six proposed state-wide constitutional amendments.
Following is an explanation of each of
the proposed amendments. First the
amendment as it will appear on the ballot
is given. Following that is an explanation
of the amendment's purpose, provided by
the League of Women Voters.
ARTICLE
II—SUFFRAGE
AND
ELECTIONS
"Shall Section 4 of Article II of the
Constitution of S.C. 1895 be amended to
reduce the age of suffrage from 21 to 18; to
abolish durational residence requirements
as a prerequisite to suffrage, and to
provide that any registered elector who
has moved his place of residence within
the state during the 30 days immediately
prior to the date of any election shall be
entitled to vote in his previous precinct of
residence in such election only?"
This amendment has three parts:
—It would reduce the voting age from 21
to 18 as already permitted and is being
done in South Carolina and all states
because of the amendment to our U.S.
Constitution passed several years ago.
—It would bring the South Carolina
Constitution into conformity with federal
law by doing away with a length of
residency as a requirement for voting. At
present South Carolina Constitution states
that a person must live in South Carolina
for one year, in the county for six months,
and the precinct for three months before
he or she can register and vote. The

provision allows any citizen to vote as soon
as he or she becomes a resident of South
Carolina.
—Finally, this amendment would make
allowance for those who move outside
their precinct within 30 days before an
election. At present such people are not
able to vote legally because the
registration books are closed for 30 days
before an election and they cannot vote
legally in their previous precincts.
ARTICLEV—JUDICIAL
"Shall Section 20 of Article V of the
Constitution of this State be amended to
provide for the election, terms, duties and
compensation of clerks of court, coroners,
sheriffs and solicitors and to authorize the
General Assembly to provide for additional officers?"
This amendment to the newly adopted
and ratified judicial article would put the
offices of clerk of court, coroner, sheriff
and solicitor into the Constitution. These
elective offices, which are already
provided for in the general laws, were not
put in the revised Article V since they were
not considered constitutional in nature.
They are local offices. Only the most basic
elements of the judicial system were
contained in the new judicial article with
details left more appropriately to the
statutes.
ARTICLE VIII-A—RELATING TO
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS
"Shall Section I of Article VIII-A of the
Constitution of S.C. be amended to prohibit
the sale of alcoholic liquors in retail liquor
stores from between sunset to sunrise to

between the hours of 7 o'clock P.M. and 9
o'clock A.M.?"
The principal effect of this amendment
would be that the hours to buy liquor would
stay the same the year round, that is open
at 9 a.m. and close at 7 p.m. rather than
varying with the sun rise and sun set. Thus
citizens would always know when a liquor
store would be open.
ARTICLE XVI—AMENDMENT AND
REVISION
"Shall Section I of Article XVI of the
Constitution of S.C. be amended so as to
provide that for the general election in 1976
proposals may be made for the revision of
an entire article of the Constitution or the
addition of a new article as a single
amendment with only one question being
required to be voted on, and to allow
constitutional provisions from other articles to be changed if such provisions
relate to the subject matter of the article
being revised or proposed?"
This would extend to 1976 the article-byarticle method of revising our Constitution. This method allows entire articles to be placed before the voters rather
than revising various articles section by
section. Our 1895 Constitution has been
partially revised this way in 1970 and 1972
and we need to continue this orderly approach. If the article-by-article revision
method were not available, the voters
would be faced with a long, long ballot with
each section and paragraph listed as
added, changed or dropped.

ARTICLE XVII—MISCELLANEOUS
MATTERS—RELATING TO LOTTERIES
"Shall Section 7 of Article XVII of the
Constitution of this State be amended so as
to provide that the game of bingo, conducted by religious, charitable or fraternal
organizations or when conducted at
recognized annual State and county fairs
exempt from federal income taxation,
shall not be deemed a lottery?"
At present lotteries are prohibited in this
state and bingo is included as, a kind of
lottery. This amendment would allow
bingo to be played legally if done by a
religious, charitable or fraternal
organization or at a state or county fair.
ARTICLE XVII—MISCELLANEOUS
MATTERS—CHANGING LEGAL AGE
"Shall the Constitution of this State be
amended to provide that all persons 18
years of age or older shall be sui juris and
endowed with full legal rights and
responsibilities, provided that the General
Assembly may restrict the sale of
alcoholic beverages to persons until age
21?"
This amendment would allow all persons
18 years of age or older to do such things as
to enter into contracts, to borrow money,
to open checking accounts, to be sued, to
own and administer property, to be
married or divorced without parental
permission, and generally to be allowed
the privileges and responsibilities of an
adult. The only exception is that the
General Assembly may restrict the sale of
alcoholic beverages to those 21 or older.
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arts / entertainment
Atlanta Rhythm section deserves attention
THIRD ANNUAL
PIPE DREAM
Atlanta Rhythm Section
This one's been out for awhile, but it
hasn't really received the notice it
deserves. The Atlanta Rhythm Section has
been around for a couple of years, playing
around the South and recording occasionally, but they have never attracted
the attention that some other Southern
bands have. They have that smooth, warm
sound that characterizes the mellower
southern groups, and they maintain a
tough, solid pace throughout all their
music.
"Doraville" is a fairly representative
song. It's a clear, clean song with a rolling
beat that's good to listen to while driving
the roads of Georgia and the Carolinas. It's
had some air play around here, so if you
heard that track and liked it, you'll
probably like the whole album.
BOOGIE BANDS AND
ONE NIGHTSTANDS

collection of songs filled with all kinds of
musical color. The most dominant
characteristic is the suiting of the lyrics to
the music and the songs to the singer.
There are one or two so-so things, but most
of the songs are engaging and successful in
getting their story across.

STREETLIGHTS

A friend and I had gotten together to try
to play some songs the other day and I was
playing this record for him.
"He sounds like James Taylor with more
energy and pizazz. I think he's a better
guitar player than Taylor, too."
After a few minutes he commented,
"He's a lot better guitarist than Taylor."

things we like
by Gary Ragan

I

ISAAC GUILLORY

singing. The songs are energetic and full of
a force few people can match. The guitar
work throughout is about as fine as you can
find. The whole record is good as can be
and well worth the time it may take you to
track it down.

Isaac Guillory

Kathy Dalton
Lately there's been a rash of very good
releases by some little-known female
singers, and Kathy Dalton is one of the
best of the lot. She's got a low voice that
pulls you right into her songs and into her
moods. The album is a steady, relaxed

emotion. Kathy fills up the grooves with a
terrific voice and an equally good interpretation. It's the highest spot of an
excellent record.

On the whole, Kathy's voice is the star
attraction. A ballad of loneliness, "I Need
You Tonight," is a tremendous song, full
and richly musical brimming with

Misleading and nearly useless as
comparisons like that often turn out to be,
this one is about as accurate as any. Isaac
Guillory, whose biggest claim to fame
before this album was being ex-bass
player for the old Cryan' Shames, came in
out of nowhere and created an album of
excellent production and performances.
The thing that makes the Taylor comparison an immediate one is a certain
undefinable quality both their voices
share. But the comparison is useful only as
a basic description to someone who hasn't
heard Guillory at all before. The record is
a lovingly-constructed acoustic work with
Guillory playing nearly all parts and

Bonnie Raitt
The other bright star of the "new"
women singers is Bonnie Raitt. She's been
around for some time, doing backing
vocals and harmonies, and perhaps this
album will et her lovely voice spread to
more people. She's a tremendously
talented southern lady who can sing a song
with just what it needs, be it strength or
subtlety.
Streetlights is beautifully arranged and
produced (by Jerry Ragovoy) platform
from which to show off Bonnie's talents.
Most of the songs are sweet, southern
melodies that glide along like some rich
liquid swelled by the rise and fall of
Bonnie's pure vocals. Among them are her
treatments of James Taylor's "Rainy Day
Man" and a Joni Mitchell composition,
"That Song About the Midway." But all
the songs on the record are good and they
are all performed with excellent accompaniment.

'November Nonsense' happens on election day
In celebration of cancellation of classes this
Tuesday, Student Union will present "November
Nonsense," a free afternoon of craziness on
Bowman Field. It begins at noon with a 100 ft. long
submarine sandwich and gives way to a bluegrass
band, clogging, hog calling, mountain craft show,
pie eating contest, greased pole climbing, frisbee
flying saucer contest and a glider exhibition. Oldtime election days were never any better.

"Old Times" features two former Clemson
Players: Phil Davis, the director and B. J. Black,
who plays "a figure from the past."
The Warehouse Theatre is located on E. North
Street between Memorial Auditorium and the Canal
Insurance building. Tickets for the show cost $2 for
students, $2.50 for others.

Clemson Little Theatre will host a performance of
the SCORE (South Carolina Open Road Ensemble)
production of Tennessee Williams' "A Streetcar
Named Desire," today and Saturday at 8 p.m. in the
Food Industries Auditorium. A nine-actor theater
company sponsored by the South Carolina Arts
Commission, SCORE tours the state performing
and conducting workshops in public schools,
colleges, and community theaters.
Tickets for the performance cost $1 for students,
$2.50 for others.

Short pants

Also being held tonight and Saturday night is the
Oconee Community Theatre's production of Rogers
& Hammerstein's "The King and I." Performances
will be held at "The Mask" in Seneca, with tickets
costing $2.50, or $1 for students.

Theater-goers have never had it so good. This
week also includes the opening of the second show of
the fall season for the Warehouse Theatre in
Greenville. Harold Pinter's "Old Times" opened
last night and will continue for a week, with performances starting at 8 p.m.

oT

edited by George A. Smith

While the ultimate fate of the Chronicle, Clemson's student variety magazine, still hangs in limbo,
Clemson is not without a literary magazine. The
South Carolina Review, the state's only magazine
devoted to scholarly articles on literature, as well
as creative writing, was published this week by
Clemson University.
Four essays on poet Robert Forst highlight the
November issue. They include a previously unpublished talk given by the poet at the University of
North Carolina in early 1957. The talk was recorded
and edited by Richard Calhoun, professor of
English at Clemson and co-editor of the Review.
A new short story by Joyce Carol Oates and
"Kate," a chapter of Mark Steadman's soon to be
published novel, are also featured. Steadman is an
associate professor of English at Clemson.
Copies of the November issue of the South
Carolina Review are available at Cooper library.
lllin M i i in mu1
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Bean offers ideas on student freedom
by Debbie Graham Dunning-

BEAN

Stevens TAPS

Clemson was treated to both a semblance of a Los
Angeles night club performance and some personal
glimpses last Thursday night when the Speakers Bureau
brought Orson Bean to Tillman Auditorium.
Bean, who began his career in night clubs, has been a
regular panelist on popular game shows such as "To Tell
the Truth" and "The Match Game." He has also made
appearances on talk shows such as "The Tonight Show."
Bean immediately set his audience to laughing with
traditional hometown jokes and followed them with about
30 minutes more of jokes including some on the line of the
travelling salesman bit.
Getting down to serious business, he recounted how he
used to be caught up in the work ethic, thinking money

Patterson - Moore
Realtors
serving University housing needs since 1925.
525 College Ave., Clemson

attend it because "we are all born with a desire to learn."
The school is operated under the form of a "pure
democracy and the kids realize that with freedom goes
responsibility," Bean said.
He explained that most of the students come from
middle class professional families and that the school
actually costs less than most private schools even though
it pays its teachers more. The trick is that they have no
"fancy equipment" such as a science laboratory or much
sophisticated sports equipment.
Bean doesn't believe that his students have any trouble
adapting to the usual school system after they leave the
Fifteenth Street School. His students are taught to be
reasonable and to respect the rights of others, ideals that
"shouldn't cause trouble in any transition."
According to Bean, it doesn't matter when a student
learns to read; he shouldn't be pushed simply because he
has reached a certain age. He believes that if a child
doesn't get all of the play out of his system when he's
young, he will play when he really should be doing other
things.
Although it is no trouble for a student to leave the school
and go to another, trouble does arise when a student
leaves a regular school and comes to the Fifteenth Street
School, said Bean. He explained that the student is usually
at first extremely polite. Then he proves to himself that he
can say no by leaving the class. Pretty soon boredom sets
in, and he returns to class. "After proving he can say no,
he says yes," Bean said.
The students are put into home rooms according to age,
Bean explained. They are given tests occasionally, but the
tests are graded only if the students want them graded.
"The students are not afraid of tests, and we only give
them to see where the students' weaknesses and strengths
lie," Bean said. At the end of the year, achievement tests
are given to see exactly where the students stand as to
national average.
Bean finds that they are usually slightly ahead in
reading, and slightly behind in math. "We are producing
students with an average intellect without forcing them,"
he said. "We're teaching the joy as well as the skill of
reading."
"We believe that no human has the right to force
another to learn something," Bean said of the school's
philosophy. He thinks that when a child is told to learn
something because it's good for him, the child builds a
sense of rebellion. "They want to learn anyway because
they imitate their elders. That's why we give them a
choice but insist that the choice is handled responsibly."

was the magic word. "One day I asked myself what are
the reasons for working," said Bean. "Either you enjoy it,
or you need it to support your life-style." So he decided to
lower his life-style to fit a lowered income.
Upon this decision, Bean explained that he and his
family sold their town house, let their household help go
and took off for Australia.
When they returned, they did not go back to their past
means of living. "We found another kooky family and
established a middle class commune," he said. The two
families lived in one large house and shared everything.
The bills were split in half, the other man-of-the-house
held down a job, the women and Bean stayed at home with
Bean doing an occasional show "to make a fast buck."
This situation lasted for about four months until the
families realized that they were losing their identities as
two separate families. "But we still live cheaply," said
Bean. "We do little work and have no help." They even
have Astro Turf on the kitchen floor so that it won't have
to be cleaned. "I simply rearranged my priorities to a
lover, a husband, a father, a communer with nature and
last of all an actor to make a fast buck," said Bean.
He then talked about the school he and his wife founded
seven years ago in New York City based on Summerhill
School, a school which gives free reign to students. The
Fifteenth Street School was opened with 100 students
ranging from nursery school age to sixth grade. It is
chartered by New York as a non-profit educational
organization.
"The students attend voluntarily," Bean said. "Neither
their parents nor the school administrators make them
come. They exercise maximum self-reliance and individual initiative." He explained that if a student chooses
not to go to class, "his rights not to learn are respected,
but he must also respect the rights of those who want to
learn." For instance, if one student chooses not to go to
reading class, he can either sit quietly in the classroom
and work on something else or he can go to the gym or sit
on the steps. He is not allowed to disturb the class. Neither
is he allowed to return to class after a long period of time
to cause the teacher to have to do makeup work for him or
to slow down the class.
The discipline, he explained, is based on common sense.
"If a kid cuts up, he's kicked out. We restrict his freedom
if he canft handle it." Operating on this basis requires a
certain ruthlessness, Bean believes, because "democracy
is fragile. It consists of a gentleman's agreement to be
moderate. When there is excess, freedom is taken away."
According to Bean, most of the students in the school
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Powell says McLeod is inadequate candidate
by Nancy E.Jacobs
Atty. Gen. Daniel McLeod is a "nice
fellow," but he's not doing the best
possible job for the people of South
Carolina, Republican candidate for attorney general Ken Powell told a small
Clemson audience recently. Sponsored by
the college Republicans, the former state
Republican Party chairperson discussed
the office of the attorney general in Daniel
Auditorium.
This election year represents an opportunity for change in the state, Powell
said. "We have a situation in South
Carolina right now, whereby, regardless of
who's elected governor, there are going to
be some changes made. And I wonder
whether or not an incumbent of 16 years is
in time with that particular mood."
Powell told the audience that he has "an
absolute, completely different concept of
the attorney general's office than my
opponent does." He explained that the
attorney general has "tremendously broad
powers to operate in fields that have not
been operated in before."
Despite Powell's contention that the
office is potentially one of the most
powerful in the state, he explained that few
South Carolinians know what the attorney
general can do. This lack of understanding
exists he said, because "the political
establishment in this state wants it that
way. They don't want you to know what the
power of the attorney general is because
as long as you don't know, the power of the
attorney general can be used to protect the
political establishment."
Once the power of the office is known,
Powell said, South Carolinians will
demand action in the areas of crime,
pollution, drug abuse and consumer affairs — areas Powell claims the "political
establishment" doesn't want the attorney
general to deal with.
He next turned his attention to the
question of legislators appearing before

the Public Service Commission (PSC).
"Do you realize that residents of South
Carolina, in the area served by Duke
Power Company, South Carolina Electric
& Gas and Carolina Power and Light, pay
a 21 per cent higher power bill than the
national average? Do you realize that we
are billed for 33.4 per cent more power
than the national average? Here we are in
South Carolina with a moderate climateit's not too hot; it's not too cold."
Powell stated that power rates in the
state are the result of a political structure
which invites corruption. "It could have
something to do with the fact that we allow
lawyer-legislators to appear before the
Public Service Commission, which sets the
rates, on behalf of the power company.
The legislature elects the Public Service
Commission, and the lawyer-legislators
appear before the commission. That's not
a thing but absolute influence peddling."
Powell offered three possible solutions to
the situation. The first possibility, he said,
is to have ethics legislation forbidding
legislators to appear before the commission. Second, he explained, would be to
change the method by which commission
members are elected.
The third possiblity, he maintained,
would be for the attorney general to advise
the PSC to "pass a regulation which says
'No lawyer-legislators shall appear before our hearing.' "
Powell noted that the PSC has recently
forbidden television cameras at hearings.
"If they can keep out t.v. cameras, they
can keep out lawyer-legislators,"-Powell
said.
Powell said that he believes allowing
power companies to raise rates under
bond without going before the PSC is
unconstitutional. "They have a power that
no other institution except the government
has—and that is to come to you and say 'I
want some of your money right now,' " he
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Powell explained that, if elected, he
would appoint Tom Turnipseed, McLeod's
unsuccessful Democratic primary opponent, as special prosecutor for consumer and governmental affairs. "Tom
Turnipseed, he said "is independent; he's
tough and he's mean. He can't be bought
by the establishment—and that's what
we've got to have."
McLeod's practice of hiring outside
lawyers to represent state agencies was
Powell's next target. In addition to the
staff of 35 lawyers in the attorney
general's office, Powell said, McLeod
hired 136 lawyers in 1973 at a cost of
$280,000 to represent the Highway
Department — a practice Powell condemned as unnecessary.
Of his own potential as attorney general,
Powell said, "I will not always make the
correct decision—I don't think I have that
much sense or am that great a lawyer. But
I'll make a decision — you can rest
assured of that. The present attorney
general is always talking about what he
can't do."

In most states, Powell said, the district
attorney and attorney general have been
the people fighting crime and political
corruption. He maintained that McLeod
has not taken the stand other state attorney generals have taken to protect the
interests of the people.
Powell criticized the "weak opinions"
which he claims come from the attorney

Powell urged his audience to study
political candidates carefully before
voting. "When you go to the polls, look at
the people running as individuals. If you
want change in this state, look at what
these people have stood for in the past and
vote accordingly.
"This year, he continued, a group of
factors have come together that may
never come together again, giving you an
opportunity to bring about change in South
Carolina. It might be another 100 years
before it happens again, but the time is
right now."
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general's office. "You've got to be
fearless; you can't worry about making
people mad, if you're going to do
anything," he said. "You can't do anything
and have all friends."
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said. "If I were attorney general, I'd give
an opinion saying it's unconstitutional."
Crime is a major problem for the people
of South Carolina, Powell said. "People
don't feel safe at home; they don't feel safe
on the street; They don't feel safe in their
businesses."
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Hollings disagrees with Fords economic plan
by Nancy E. Jacobs
industry reaps higher and higher profits. "We need a
government bigger than big oil... bigger than big milk,"
he said. "Big business controls government."
Hollings said that, although wage and price controls
might cause shortages of goods, "We're going to have to
have controls. Shortages are not a major problem."
Wage and price controls were effective before, he
stated, but "instead of moving against violations of wage
and price controls, (the administration) just removed
them."
He suggested that the government eliminate loopholes
and "gimmicks for big business" to curb inflation.
Eliminate such measures as the oil depletion allowance,
Hollings said, "and you've picked up $5 billion to $6 billion,
instead of hitting workers with a five per cent surcharge,"
a reference to Ford's proposed surcharge on family incomes above $15,000.
Hollings called the President's proposals for increasing
food production "peanut progress," and said the real
matter had yet to be dealt with. "The farmers of South
Carolina can't afford fertilizer at 14 per cent," he said.
Hollings offered a gloomy forecast for the American
economy unless major steps are taken to curb inflation.
"Thanksgiving dinner will be higher, and you'll pay even
more for Christmas dinner," he said.
"And it's bound to get worse, because we're not really
biting the bullet."

Gerald Ford has had a good effect on Washington, in
that "everyone's at least talking about the economy,"
Sen. Ernest "Fritz" Hollings told a Clemson audience
Monday in Tillman Auditorium.
However, Hollings continued, "I can't give Ford many
high marks on his 10-Point Program .... He didn't bite the
bullet for America."
Sponsored by the department of economics, the South
Carolina junior senator focused his remarks on the state
of the nation's economy. The Charleston Democrat faces
Republican Gwen Busch and Independent Harold Hough
in Tuesday's election.
Hollings explained that he agrees with the President
that a cutback in spending is needed. He added, however,
that Ford's proposals "won't cut back inflation."
In the past, he said, Congress, as well as the President,
has been guilty of inflationary spending. "But the
President sets the scene," he maintained. "Congress
doesn't control these things."
Ford's biggest failing, Hollings said, is a failure to deal
with "big oil," which Hollings called the most inflationary
factor in the economy. "I thought Ford would handle the
problem," he stated, "but there has been no rollback of
price, no controls .... We have no energy policy."
The senator told the group that he favors gas rationing.
"We have rationing now, but it's in the form of dollar bills
instead of coupons." As a result Hollings claims, the oil
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the tiger
It's almost over
On Tuesday it should all be over.
Election Year 1974—the year of such
bright hopes and dark disappointments in
South Carolina—on Tuesday will end,
mercifully enough, as some old faces and
some new begin the game of South
Carolina politics all over again.
This is the year when, sick of the filth of
national political corruption, the people
of South Carolina looked for clean
crusaders to sweep through the state,
bringing with them a fresh sense of excitement and reform. Many thought they
had found the answer in gubernatorial
candidate Charles "Pug" Ravenel, but
the Charleston native was ruled ineligible
by the South Carolina Supreme Court.
And so the Democrats picked Bryan
Dorn, veteran congress person and
Ravenel's unsuccessful primary opponent. More like South Carolina politics
as usual than the reform most people
were looking for.
Then the race was really on. Jim Edwards, Republican gubernatorial candidate and state senator, suddenly found
himself on top after trailing Ravenel

through the race. And candidates for
everything from governor to dog catcher
tried to capitalize on Ravenel's
misfortune and assure his supporters
that they too stood for reform in the state.
Leaders and former leaders of both
major political parties talked with
disdain of "the establishment"—that
undeniably evil group that every candidate's opponent belongs to.
In the end, the voters who supported
Ravenel have been treated like a political
football—a mindless bloc that can be
"won" by hollow promises of pseudoreform. And too many politicians, sensing the change in the wind, have
replaced "God, Country and Apple Pie"
with assurances that despite their voting
records, they have always been reformers at heart.
Perhaps some reform, some change,
will come from the ashes of the Ravenel
campaign. But we are very much afraid
that, after the election, it will be business
as usual in South Carolina politics and
that the legacy of Election Year 1974 will
be nothing but empty promises.
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Financial aid information unavailable at Clemson?
More students who will enter or continue
college in the 1975-76 school year will have
a better chance for more financial aid as a
result of changes in the formula which
determines financial needs of families of
the College Board's College Scholarship
Service (CCS), according to college board
officials.
The formula, which is designed to
provide estimates of how much parents
with different incomes can afford to pay
toward their children's educational expenses, is being updated due to "continuing inflation and growing financial
pressures on middle income as well as low
income families," said Sidney P. Marland
Jr.,. president of the College Entrance
Examination Board.
Adjustments in the CSS need analysis
system that will lower parents' contributions include increased allowances
for retirement planning based on the latest
Social Security information, reduced
maintenance contributions of moderate
income families from $1,150 to $900, actual
Social Security taxes allowed as a
deduction to reduce income, and reduced
contribution from families' discretionary
income (income above what is needed to
maintain a family at the moderate standard of living).
The system for 1975-76 reflects an 18 per
cent Consumer Price Index increase.
The system computes an "adjusted
income" for parents. After taking in to
account taxes paid, medical expenses,
retirement, allowances and any special
circumstances, the adjusted income shows
the actual ability of the family to pay for
their children's post secondary education.
"A family with total income of $15,000
may find that after all adjustments are
made, the adjusted income is only
$12,000," Marland said. "In this case, the
contribution the family should be able to

make under the revised formula would be
$900 for a two-child family. The same
family may be contributing as much as
$1,600 under the present system."
The above information appeared in an
article in the Greenville News-Piedmont
on Oct. 13, over two and a half weeks ago.
Although CCS officials made the
statements, Arnold M. Bloss, director of
financial aid at Clemson, has refused to
talk to the Tiger about the issue, which, he
says, is full of "vague generalities."
When first approached by the Tiger,
Bloss claimed that nothing new and
definite has been computerized or okayed
for any kind of new formula to occur. He
advised waiting two weeks.
Two weeks ended Monday, at which time
he again refused an interview, relaying
this message through his secretary, and
refusing even to speak to the reporter who
contacted his office. Again he advised a
two-week wait, saying that no new changes
have been made.
According to the statements made by
Marland in the Greenville News-Piedmont
article, it seems that some changes have
been made and a formula computed.
In fact, a booklet has been printed and
distributed to high school guidance
counselors concerning the amount
families will be expected to contribute
toward the education of their children
according to CSS standards. The pamphlet
is "Meeting College Costs: A Guide For
Parents and Students."
Several ideas come to mind when confronted with differing information
presented by Marland and by Bloss. Either
CSS is publicizing information that is not,
in fact, true, as Bloss seems to believe. Or talk.
CSS has failed to recognize Clemson
Until one or more of these cases is setUniversity by informing Bloss of the tled, Clemson students will just have to
change. Or Bloss simply does not want to wait for an indefinite period (two more
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weeks?) before finding anything out, or
they'll have to go to their neighborhood
high school guidance counsellor to get the
details.
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Violators of student rules brutally murdered
Over 100 Clemmons students
were brutally gunned down
Saturday night by one of their
fellow student peons who took the
law into his own hands.
The murderer, John Mudpuddle, president of the Student
Senate, hid behind a keg of beer
at a Student Onion Pot Bust with
his silenced M-15 and quietly shot
down his pre-designated victims.
Luckily Chief of Security
Smack Weed and his wife Mary
Jane were at the pot bust so the
murderer was apprehended
instantaneously.
Although he was reluctant to
leave the happy gathering, Chief
Weed and one of his Piggertons
transported Mudpuddle to the
Nitpickens County Gaol where he
is awaiting a speedy trial.
Meanwhile back at the Student.
Onion Pot Bust, those students
who were able, cleared the bodies
from the dance floor and sang the
Clemmons Alma Mater to them.
Due to a lack of ambulance
facilities in Clemmons, Weed
offered the use of men and trucks
from the P Plant to remove the
bodies from the Y Barn and to put
them in storage in Shitletter's
refrigerators until Mel Short and
his public relations' crew could
notify the families of the dead.

In an exclusive interview with
Mudpuddle at the Gaol, a Buzzard reporter discovered the
motives behind the senseless
slaughtering.
"I just couldn't take it any
more," said Mudpuddle. "This is
my fourth year at this institution
of higher learning, and too many
times I've seen students
ruthlessly defying rules that their
big brother, student government, their parents and the
administrators, have made for
their own good."
Mudpuddle explained that
inflicting the death penalty on
student offenders was his way of
setting an example for other
prospective offenders.
His victims were not chosen
arbitrarily. Mudpuddle disclosed
that for one month he had been
recording names of students who
had the audacity to violate rules
in his sight.
Twenty-seven of the dead were
residents of women's dormitories
who did not sign-in their male .
guests. Mudpuddle is proud to
admit that he has received a
letter of commendation from
Butch Baloney. In the letter she
thanked him for "performing a
job well done and for showing
those unruly coeds who's boss."

ALTHOUGH unavailable as an I mbulance to help the wounded,
this security van was used to cart many of the slain to Shitletter.

PIGGERTON officer assists a victim from the dance floor.
Forty-three victims were
violators of the bike code.
Mudpuddle said that nothing had
irked him more than to be
strolling aimlessly along the
sidewalk and hear a beep-beep
behind him. He disclosed that one
time he was actually involved in
a hit and run accident. A bike
rider failed to get out of Mudpuddle's path and ran over his
frail frame, breaking his glasses
and causing his left knee to be
scraped. "A dreadfully painful
experience," he said.
Mudpuddle explained that 10
other victims were in his senior
level English classes and had
defied-the ruling and cut class
more than six times. He feels that
"any student who does not live in
enough awe of his philosophic
superiors to go to class and who
does not even fear for his grades
would be better off dead."
Student government officers
were not exempt from Mudpuddle's death list either. Eleven
senators who had each missed a
senate meeting were relieved of
their representative duties.
Mudpuddle feels that running for
senate just to try and make Who
Dat is not ample reason. "The
senate is the governing body of
the students and needs responsible members," he said. He
rests assured that those senators
remaining will be responsible
and present.
Six victims Mudpuddle caught
carrying either food or utensils
from the dining halls. He feels

that "students should be thankful
to ARA for supplying such tasty
and nourishing meals and should
not abuse the privilege of dining
in Haircomb or Shitletter."
One of the dead whom the
Buzzard staff especially grieves
is its Advertising Manager Phull
Loss. Mudpuddle chose him
because "he refused free advertisement to the Student Onion,
the right hand of student
government," said Mudpuddle.
He hopes that Loss' death will be
an example to the Buzzard staff
of the power student government
has over it through Student
Government's Payola Committee.
The remaining 12 victims
committed miscellaneous crimes
such as not attending pep rallies
or football games. Mudpuddle
believes that school spirit is
waning on the Clemmons campus
and he is thinking of reinstating
the ruling for all freshmen, male
and female, to have their heads
shaved into the traditional rat
cut.
Since attendance at Student
Onion festivities has been made
mandatory or punishable by
expulsion, Mudpuddle knew that
the Pot Bust would be an opportune time to catch his prey.
He revealed that his sharpshooting ability came from
shooting down senators at senate
meetings who represented
opinions in opposition to his.
Clemmons University

President R. C. Deadwords expressed grief and condolences to
the families and friends of the
deceased. He pointed out,
however, that there is some good
in every thing, even this
disastrous incident. "The student
enrollment at Clemmons has now
been lowered to the 10,000 mark,"
he was happy to admit.
Nitpickens County Judge
Gentle Johnny, who will rule on
the case, said that he is "glad to
see some semblance of order
coming over the Clemmons
campus." Not wanting to appear
biased with Mudpuddle's case,
Johnny will sentence him to the
punishment he has inflicted on
other Clemmons students.
"I realize that Mudpuddle's
case is not as extreme as those
pot smokers, but he must be
punished somewhat. I sentence
him to one weekend on the
Nitpickens County Chain Gang,"
Johnny severely ruled.
Mudpuddle said that he will
serve his sentence gladly now
that he had accomplished one of
his life goals.
"When I leave the Judge's
gracious jail, I'm going to keep
my eyes peeled for any other
student offenders," he said. "I
already have a dozen names to
add to my new list."
He warns students to mind
their P's and Q's and to watch
out. "You may be next," he
grinned.

BUZZARD
editor-in-grief
mangling editor
assistant assistant
fuse editor
assistant fuse editor
creatures editor
schpritz editor
blotto editor
business burgler
cad manager
coagulation manager
spiritual advisor

ms. nannie fitz
adam figtree
geoffrey smithski
debbie graham cracker
sue trueheart
i. lean a little
curly corpse
drink fanta
harriet honcho
phull lo«
grin keen
boss tweed

with a little help from our fiends: mack the knife, big zeke, fielding mellish,
horatio Schwartz, dudley r. phudpucker, ivanhoe mcguinn, captain america, the
mormon tabernacle choir, lotta bull, kaiser wilhelm III, hannibal and friends,
biornstranjd dhalheifer, the indianapolis 500, and brookholmward angel.

Buzzards return
Residents of Hinckley, Ohio are
planning a bigger and better
Buzzard Day this spring. The
annual pancake and sausage
feast will be accompanied with a
new greased Buzzard chase and a
most original ornamented
Buzzard contest. Other activities
will include fly-eating contests
and a guess how many droppings
in the pail contest.
"We expect to have over 857
buzzards come this year", said
Jeanette Painting 'buzzard expert' of Hinckley. Last year there
were over 603, and at the rate of
current buzzard births her expectation should be realized.
They usually come in groups of
four or five or six or seven or
eight, but never in groups of nine
or 10.
Many romantic poets flock to
Hinckley every year to watch the
buzzards come in. William
Thornintoe once wrote a very
famous Valentine poem after
experiencing the return of the
buzzards. He wrote:
There's Buzzards in the trees
Some hanging by their necks
Some by their knees;

You can hear them screeching,
You can hear them freaking
Get the Buzzards,
Get the Buzzards,
Get the Buzzards in the trees.
Buzzards, also known as turkey
vultures, have been gathering in
Hinckley annually since Nick
Dixon brought the first case of
inflatible buzzards to town. Nick
sold all his "kick around buzzards" within four days. It has
been presumed by most noted
authorities like Painting that
because of the large number of
inflated buzzards lying about that
live Buzzards were attracted to
the town.
Because of the strange mating
habits of buzzards, couples with
young children lobbied for the
extermination of the large
Buzzard population. For a few
lean years, there were no buzzards to kick around Hinckley
anymore.
Each year since the buzzards
have started coming back to
Hinckley, the Buzzard Day activities and feasts have gotten
bigger and better.

NATURE'S WAY
Go Get Blitzed then Run Naked
Screaming Through the Woods
102 North Clemson Ave. Downtown

ASK SOMEBODY
Get your linger
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Dear Buzzy,
Your newspaper has gone too
far. This week when I picked up
my Buzzard, I couldn't help but
notice that there was no news, no
columns, no cartoons, no pictures, no nothing — except ads!
What the hell do you think I am,
an idiot? The name is still
newspaper isn't it? Or is it an
adpaper? It should be called
toilet paper.
Name withheld
Buzzy Notes: In answer to your
questions — YES — YES — NO.

designated male bathroom. My
question is this: heretofore I was
ignorant to the situation and just
accepted my plight as a mere
unavoidable act of fate. Now I'm
pissed. Why do the girls get soft,
absorbant, two-ply toilet paper
when the guys in Johnstone Hall
have to wipe themselves with
paper comparable in softness and
absorbancy to the old Sears
catalog
pages?
This
is
descrimination if ever I've come
across it on the University
campus.
Charles Asserts

Dear Buzzy,
I am a freshman on campus.
Yesterday, while visiting my
girlfriend in her dorm, I had
occasion to use the bathroom.
I'm not complaining about the
three flights of stairs I had to
woak down to get to the

Dear Buzzy,
This school gives me fits. I
came here and am paying money
to be taught by teachers who tell
me to read and learn. If I had just
bought the books for each course
and had read and learned the
information in them and not paid

for someone to tell me to do it, I
could have saved some money.
U. R. Typicalstudent
Buzzy Notes: "We learn from our
mistakes."
Dear Buzzy,
This is only my first year at
Clemmons, but I know what's
wrong here already. This place
needs more ashtrays. If you're
smoking your fag on the way to
class, and you want to drop some
ash or put the butt out there's no
place to do it. Most people just do
it in the road on their way to
class.
What's even worse are the
smoke filled form rooms. There's
smoke from pipes, cigars,
cigarettes, incense, matches,
clothes, bedspreads, homework
papers, and rugs all for the want
of an ashtray. This problem
should be alleviated and soon!
Tom Ratt

WHO DAT members show their enthusiasm for their newly confered honor.

Come to
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Letters to Buzzy

out of your ear....

Who Dat names losers
The 1974 edition of Who Dat? in
American Institutes of Lesser
Learning was released this week
and several of our friends in the
academic community have the
honor to be among those chosen.
Included in the list were:
Senate President John C.
Mudpuddle: Quilting Club,
University ambulance attendant,
Student Onion construction
worker, Spiro Angew's accountant, and part-time PopTart.

Student Senator Rodney Splott:
meter maid, President Ford's
charisma coach, deputy assistant
under-secretary to the vicechairman of Allicit affairs
committee, close personal friend
of Stowe Hoyle.

Radish Husbandry club, varsity
foosball.
Evelyn Wow: Candy Stripers,
cheerleader, first prize in tapioca
contest, cheerleader, Countergorilla
Playm ate,
cheerleader.

Adam Figtree:
Buzzard
Mangling Editor, Frisbee Club
Ass. Coach, ate chicken with
Marc Bolan, ghost writer for R.
C. Deadwords.
Manny Sistrunk: President of

Darlene Dismal: American
Association of Morticians,
student firemen's calendar girl,
Student Onion B-girl.
Harry Theophleetes: Passed
ChE 430.

yon can hear better....
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Hot Dog Stand
Open 9 a. m .—2a.m.
Clemson
Downtown

Hannibal to teach Onion course
The Clemmons University
Student Onion has announced
plans for another in its series of
short courses.
After much success with
courses in bicycle riding, ancient
pygmy culture, street crossing,
elevator
button
pushing,
Pakistani cooking and advanced
organic chemistry, the Onion has
announced plans for a course
called "Armor and Medieval
Warfare."
Dig Hippie, vice president of
the Onion, revealed some details

last Thursday, "We're bringing
in the best instructor we could
find to teach this short course —
Hannibal. This class will actually
build a catapault and put it into
operation."
President Steve, king of the
Onion, offered some more
details. "Our advisor, Hart
Artzog happened to be a friend of
Mr. Hannibal. He met him while
vacationing in the Alps. We are
very proud to be able to offer this
course to Clemmons students."

Artzog revealed even more. He
said, "Hannibal has informed me
that following the five-week
course, the students will test their
abilities and knowledge in an
actual barbaric attack against
the USC campus, the week of the
game."
All persons interested should
contact the YMCA. A course fee
of $750 per student will be
charged to pay for the catapault,
armor, Hannibal and grain to
feed his elephants for five weeks.

Buzzard office broken into; culprits caught
Proceedings will begin next
week against President R. C.
Deadwords and Dean Wally Box
on charges of malicious entry.
Last Wednesday night after the
Camphor Crusader's prayer
meeting, Deadwords and Box
were caught by watchdogs Poco,
Bismarck and Morgan (a young
protege) in Buzzard newspaper
headquarters.
Chief Smack Weed of
, University security was called by
two Crusaders, sitting in the
bushes which surround Buzzard
headquarters, who heard Box
exclaim, "What the
are
three dogs doing in this place?"
One of the crusaders commented, "We thought something
was funny when we heard
Deadwords respond 'Blank if I
know.' "
Deadwords refused comment
until consultation with his lawyer
Ensign Mack Dimwit.

Weed commented, "Now I
don't want you to print this
but..."
Daffy Corns, head of student
police, was very willing to
comment. He said, "Weed cased
the joint along with Buzzard
staffers Geoffrey Smithski and
Ms. Nanny Fitz. Smithski,
besides noticing a pair of short
pants missing from his drawers,
also noticed several sabotaged
typewriters.
"Other missing items included
four ashtrays, three Buzzard
teeshirts, 256,798 paper clips, one
quart of Sani-Flush, four copies
of the Student Palmbook, five
cases of red tape and the
plumber's friend.
"Ms. Fitz later informed the
authorities that the Buzzard's top
secret Whitewash File was
missing. At this time Deadwords
has taken the advice of his legal
representative, Ensign Mack

Campus Buzz
NOTHING will happen this week that is of
any importance, but a few people insisted on
having notices, so we can have some space to
fill. Anyone is invited to keep reading if they
so desire.

COUNTERGORILLAS would like to announce the postponement of World War III.
The war, scheduled to begin at noon this
Saturday, was delayed due to a shortage of
green kryptonite.

THE STUDENT ONION will present a
Short Course On Short Courses on Monday,
November 31, from 10:05 a.m. until 10:17
a.m.

THE CANTEEN has announced its new
weekend schedule:

FOR SALE: One run of the mill. For information call 2262.
NEED RIDE to frat quad, Tuesday, Nov.
31. Will share expenses. Phone 2300.
ATTENTION: The Student Onion building,
originally slated to open in May, 1948, is now
scheduled to be placed in service on the third
Thursday following the vernal equinox of the
Year of the Triffids.

KZXRDEH will meet in 401 Olin to discuss
the upcoming trip to Outer Mongolia.
PERSONAL: Jane your body drives me
ape. I'll give you anything if you will just
come back. Cheeta.

RIDIN' HABIT
WRANSLIF
and all that

WESTERN BULLSHIT
pulled together "bxj

MEL BROOKS
in his new

COMEDY CLASSIC

Dimwitt, and refuses to comment.
Rumors (they're everywhere)
are buzzing about that the accused are only a small part of a
sophistocated conspiracy. Names
like Smith, Doe, Martin, Smith,
Jones, Smith, Plotnik, Boiternotzkapotzskio and Smith and
other important names are being
mentioned by investigators. The
popularity of the administration

COLLEGE AVENUE/654-1670

Preliminary hearings will be
held in the Nitpickens County
Court House with the honorable
Judge
"Gentle
Johnny"
presiding. Judge Johnny said,
"This case should be through in a
jiffy."

McGuinn mouths off
by Ivanhoe McGuinn
HUSH MONEY
G. Gordon Liddy
G. Gordon Liddy, former
associate of former President of
the formerly United States of
America Richard X. Nixon,
breaks into pop music with this
album. Concealing a cast of
unimpeachable supporting artists, Liddy has been hailed in
Rolling Stone as one of the
leading proponents of visual
rock. His costumes and disguises
are world-renowned for their
appropriateness and subtlety.
The album would have been
released months ago, but for
weeks Liddy refused to open his
mouth to utter the lyrics. After
that certain legal inconsistencies
kept the tapes in limbo until they
were finally released one track at
a time and collected at the Cuban
embassy for final mixdown and
distribution.

CHICAGO XXXVIII
Chicago
Chicago was supposed to have
released a new album, but after
listening to. it I think they just
released a new album cover.

sounds I was hearing were those
caused by my burning curtains
falling down and igniting my
speakers.

TAKE A DARE
Alice Cooper
Alice has a newie out. Under
the most recent Supreme Court
rulings defining obscenity it is
available only in Scandinavia,
the Virgin Islands, and in certain
remote reaches of the Kalahari
Desert.

I thought I had finally found a
Yoko album I could stand. As I
listened I heard eerie, melodic
hums mixed in with shrill,
startling sounds of extraordinary
beauty. I was somewhat
disconcerted to look around and
discover that I was not listening
to Yoko at all. My amplifier had
self-destructed after the first
split second of music and the

greatest. A lot of you may not
know that Bowie, great trooper
that he is, died two years ago but
loves the business too much to
quit.

TOO MUCH
Crosby, Stills, Nash, Young,
Taylor, Reeves, Barbata,
Samuels, Souther, Hillman,
Furay, McGuinn, and Friends.
A great new studio album by
that greatest of supergroups,
C.S.N.Y.T.R.B.S.S.H.F.M.&F.
Only drawback is the record's
$22.95 list price, necessitated by
the triple-fold-out cover and the
116-page book holding the credits.
TALES FROM ELECTROMAGNETIC POP-TARTS
Yes
Now that Rick Wakeman has
left Yes, the band feels it can
finally reach its full potential as a
group. Bassist Chris Squire says,
"I'm glad he got his ass out. He
was really holding us back." With
the addition of new organist
Virgil Fox, the band completes
its musical transition and here
offers us their versions of "Will
the Circle Be Unbroken," "(Let
Me Be Your) Salty Dog,"
"Rollin' in my Sweet Baby's
Arms," and the Trail Blazer dog
food theme.
PERFECT SLEEPER

Yoko Ono

astro: theatre

previous one has, then Deadwords and Box can expect to be
given an ice cream bar and sent
home.

Things we avoid

DON'T WORRY, KYOKO,
MUMMY'S NOT REALLY
MESSING AROUND WITH A
USED RICKSHA DEALER

the movie stinks
but we have good popcorn

of the University has dropped
2,085,648.45 per cent and several
students have made comments
derogatory to Deadwords and
Box.
Jerry Dodge, previous vice
president of the United
Slaveworkers Association has
decided to authorize an investigation by the Faithful
Bureaucracy Investigators. If
this investigation proceeds as a

Joey Heatherton
I can't remember if this cover
ever had an album in it or not.
JIM NABORS SINGS DOUG
CLARK
Jim Nabors
Jim Nabors tries to rescue his
floundering career by appealing
to a wider audience than he did as
lovable Gomer Pyle. Breaking
with his traditional hymns and
sacred song material, Nabors
turns in excellent performances
of such Doug Clark and the Hot
Nuts classics as "Hot Nuts," "....
My ....," "....," and "Why Don't
You...Me Like You Used To Do?"
SILVER
THREADS
GOLDEN NIPPLES

AND

David Bowie
This is Bowie's latest and

RUMOR CONTROL: Eric
Clapton, George Harrison, Pete
Townshend, Paul McCartney,
John Lennon, Mick Jagger, Ray
Davies, Ringo Starr, Rick
Wakeman, Neil Sedaka, Barbara
Streisand, the King Family, and
Trini Lopez emphatically deny
rumors of a joint concert on
November 15 in Braves Stadium
in Atlanta. The alleged three-day
event is also denied by nonorganizer and ex-sour Apple,
Allen Klein. Tickets are available
at all Ticketron locations.
Results of the recent campus
poll indicate that the bands
Clemson students want to see
most are:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

ZZ Top
Black Oak Arkansas
Blue Oyster Cult
Humble Pie
Montrose

When compared with the list of
talent that's played here, this
compilation shows the fine job
that the CAD and Botch Club
Bookings have been doing in
responding to student wishes.
The huge number of Clemson
students in attendance at the
concerts also reflects the keen
interest that is aroused when a
group in authority, such as our
booking agents, gives serious
consideration to those who
support it.

Rock'n'roll on T.V. this week:
In Concert stars Gladys Knight
and the Pips, the Bee Gees, the
late Jim Croce, and Brownsville
Station.
Midnight Special features the
Bee Gees, the late Jim Croce,
Brownsville Station, and Gladys
Knight and the Pips.
Don Kirshner's Rock Concert
highlights Brownsville Station,
Gladys Knight and the Pips, the
Bee Gees, and the late Jim Croce.
Chip Monck's rock talk show
Speakeasy will have as guests
Gladys Knight and the Pips,
Brownsville Station, the Bee
Gees, and a rare filmed interview
with the late Jim Croce.

the buzzard — four

Five-man football team has bleak future
chanting, screaming mob, they
were slashed, thrusted, and
epeed to death by a combined
delegation from the Clemmons
men's and women's fencing
teams.
As the bloody remains were
carted off by an ARA-Slayer
truck (which was last seen
heading in the direction of the
Shitletter service entrance),
Tiger Band played the Clemmons
alma mater, and the mob
dispersed without further incident.
The question of whether
Clemmons will be able to play out
the remainder of its 1974 season
remains, at press time, unanswered. Coach Pink Parka
commented on the problem,
saying, "Well, I just don't rightly
know what we're going to do.
Here we are with a tough game
coming up against Coach Paul
Pepsodent's Tri-County Tech

team, and we've only got five
players left. Even at full
strength, we would have a tough
time with 'em. They are capable
of mashing us, and I think their
avowed intent and purpose will
be to mash us. We're hoping that
IPSHIT will be able to help us
out."
IPSHIT president
Gene
Willowtree expressed grave
doubts about possible aid,
however, noting that the
University's athletic supporter
was on the brink of bankruptcy.
"We're in a tight squeeze,"
Willowtree lamented. "We had a
record number of Tin Card IPSHIT donors this year, resulting
in a large cash surplus. However,
after the priority allocations
were made to the rugby team, the
women's fencing team, the
wrestling team, and other major
sports, we were in the red.
"Essentially, we just don't

have the kind of cash reserve
needed to buy good football
players." Willowtree paused for
a moment, and continued, "We
don't have enough to buy ANY
kind of football players."
Willowtree added that Clemmons was currently negotiating a
trade with Spartanburg High
School. Spartanburg's demands,
however, may block the deal, as
they are insisting upon soccer
star Qztlrxypli Xzxzwqkpr, the
entire lacrosse team and "two
hot dogs — hold the onions" from
the Clemmons canteen in exchange for the eight football
players needed.
Coach Parka would comment
only briefly on the effect of
Monday's tragedy upon the
surviving members of the team.
"It's come to what I've been
telling the boys all along," Parka
said. "There's just no future in
losing."

COACH PARKA mourns the loss of eight Tiger football players,
brutally slain in Monday's riot.
A dark cloud of uncertainty
hangs over the Clemmons
football season following last
Monday's tragic riot in which
eight members of the Tiger
starting squad were brutally
slain.
Clemmons- Security Chief
Smack Weed speculated that the
motive for the riot may have
stemmed from student unrest
following the Tigers' 88-2 lacing
at the hands of a surprising
Winthrowup squad. "They was a
bit put off," Weed noted.
The incident began at approximately 5:30 p.m. Monday
when a small group of angry
students armed with knives and
pitchforks overpowered the

Piggerton guard at the entrance
to "Down Under Shitletter"
football lounge. The group
captured eight players after a
brief scuffle.
The players were bound and
gagged, and then were dragged
down Blockade Boulevard to the
Rotten Mildewed Bookshelf
Library. The mob, which by then
had swelled to several hundred
students, proceeded to the amphitheater, where the Clemmons
cheerfollowers, an additional 500
students and Tiger Band waited.
There, as Tiger Band played a
rousing rendition of "Tiger
Ragged," the eight victims were
released on the amphitheater
stage where, to the delight of the

GAMES
CLEMMONS AT WINTHROP (REMATCH)
SLIPPERY AT LOCK HAVEN
OSHKOSH AT SUPERIOR
MUHLENBERG AT SWARTHMORE
TAYLOR AT DEFIANCE
ALLEGHENY AT CARNEGIE-MELLON
BLOOMSBURG ST. AT KUTZTOWN
RIPON AT LAKE FOREST
PUGET SOUND AT CENTRAL WASHINGTON
SOUTH CAROLINA AT SPARTANBURG HIGH SCHOOL

V&

ADAM
FIGTREE
(.48-2)
CLEMMONS
ROCK
OSHKOSH
MUHL.
DEF.
ALL.
KUTZ
RIPON
SOUND
SPARTANS

RICK
TIRD
(47-3)
CLEMMONS
ROCK
OSHKOSH
SWARTH
DEF.
MELLON
KUTZ
RIPON
SOUND
SPARTANS

SfcW*

CHEERING students urge fencers to do their worst during the riot.

LIZ
DOLL
(47-3)
CLEMMONS
ROCK
OSHKOSH
SWARTH.
DEF.
MELLON
KUTZ
RIPON
SOUND
SPARTANS

CURLY
CORPSE
(44-4)
CLEMMONS
ROCK
OSHKOSH
SWARTH.
DEF.
MELLON
KUTZ
LAKE
SOUND
SPARTANS

FRANK QUALLS
(45-5)
CLEM'S SON
PENN STATE
MICHIGAN
OHIO STATE
NEBRASKA
ALABAMA
OKLAHOMA
TEXAS
UCLA
SPARTANS

TIN CAN
CONSENSUS
(44-6)
YES
YES
NO
YES
NO
NO
YES
YES
NO
SPARTANS

an ounce of prevention is worth
a pound of cure

I. LEAN
ALITTLE
(43-7)
WINTHROWUP
LOCK
SUPERIOR
MUHL.
DEF.
MELLON
BLOOMS.
RIPON
WASH.
SPARTANS

ELI
STEVENS
(2-48)
CLEMMONS
LOCK
SUPERIOR
SWARTH.
DEF.
ALL.
BLOOM.
LAKE
WASH.

use

Not just anyone
can pat their head
and
rub
their
stomach at the
same time

Add some sound
to that Italy

all pounds

G01D NUGGET

rhythm 0ot 9

10%off

20% discount
on beer to retired servicemen
oner 65 years old

KAZOO

BARNETT

Martin Drug Store
Downtown

Clemson

Music Center
Downtown Clemson

viewpoint
letters
Alumni director
praises students
To the Clemson University
student body:
On behalf of the over 25,000
former Clemson students who
have graduated from Clemson
since 1896, and on behalf of the
Alumni National Council and
Office Staff, we wish to express
our sincere appreciation to all of
you for your extremely fine and
successful Homecoming activities. Your interest and enthusiasm were contagious to all
of the alumni and friends who
returned to the Clemson campus.
Your Alumni Center is located
on the Clemson campus to be of
service to you in any way that we
possibly can. We look forward to
welcoming you to the alumni
family and hope that you will
continue the wonderful interest
and enthusiasm that you now
have.
Again, our thanks and best
wishes during the remaining
portion of your semester.
Joe Sherman
Director, Alumni Relations

Senators plan
'protection'
Monday before last, the
Student Senate was debating in
session the merits of a bill to
lower the requirements for
student body president and vice
president. The argument most
prevalent against the bill, and,
considering its final defeat, the
argument that carried the most
weight with the student senators
was that students were so
"apathetic" that they needed to
be protected by their own leaders
from doing in their ignorance
something irresponsible.
While the bill might be worthy
of more discussion, elsewhere,
this argument about apathy is
such a slap in the face of
responsible people who have had
to climb through the Clemson
University red tape—with condescending rebuke or complete
unacknowledgment being the
most common answer for what
these students really believe.
The view that the student must
be inhibited from exercising his
right to grow in his decisionmaking, on the grounds that in
his immaturity the student might
confuse apathy from hard work,
is not only a sham of logic but
morally reputates the goals
which the members of the student
government had set for themselves. "The student government
leaders are supposed to be
opinion leaders." Sure!
The student government
supposedly is meant to dispell
apathy and create involvement
and the multiplicity of interests
in the University as a community. A community is where
people react to each other for their mutual needs, where ac-t

tions (some good and some bad)
actually do occur, and not where
the cycle of life is just allowed to
flow downhill.
If the students are apathetic (a
point which may be in question)
perhaps it is because they have
for so long been treated by their
University colleagues as mere
children. The University is
becoming a great day-care
center keenly attuned to the
delight of parents sending their
kids off to four years of obsolete
status and no jobs.
The school's main objective
would be then not to drastically
jostle the goods until they are
safely processed through the
other end. While student leaders
could probably not force a
complete reversal of this attitude, they should certainly
acknowledge the duty to try. As
yet the consensus of student
government seems the almost
perfect assent to its environment.
Action and involvement do not
automatically spring forth in a
great swell of inspired genius.
People who have accomplished
things know that the initial step
towards a goal is to jump into the
muck and learn by one's own
mistakes.
A typical student government
elitist who cringes behind the
phoney philosophic facade of his
exclusiveness and his negligible
notoriety has gotten his training
from someplace, too. Where
there is no feeling of trust, there
is no learning and no action, but
only the apathy and building of
slow, mindless, irrational
frustration.
I am not naive enough to think
that the student government will
be anything but what is inherent
in its nature. Yet while little if
any imaginative initiative ever
comes from the student government, they can at least keep open
the avenues for others to accomplish what they would like.
Remarks in the senate lately do
not give much hope for that.
If the administration and the
student government can not let
loose, then nothing will ever
happen here and people will go
elsewhere to do what they feel
they need to do as human beings.
David Walsh

Protection
always there
At the Student Senate meeting
on Monday, Oct. 21, a piece of
legislation was under consideration which would have
made the presidency and vice
presidency of the student body
open to rising juniors as well as
seniors. The proposal was
defeated and perhaps for good
reason.
However, the statement of one
of the student senators from
Lever Hall bothered me
somewhat. He was trying to
make the point that there is so
much student apathy that, under

this legislation, someone might
be elected who had no intention of
doing a good job. This senator
therefore felt we should defeat
this measure in order that we
could "protect the students from
themselves."
When Clemson was a military
school, we had someone to
"protect us from ourselves." If
we were willing, there are some
administrators and faculty
members who are willing to
make the rules that govern us so
that they can protect us from
ourselves. All of the dictators in
the world seized control so that
they could instigate the programs
they wanted and protect the
people from themselves.
If student government comes to
the day that they feel it is their
duty to "protect the students
from themselves," then I will be
ready to resign my position along
with everyone else and turn
student government over to the
administration.
Phil Jackson
Student Body Vice President

Predictions
made in races
For whatever it's worth, here's
my yearly political commentary,
consisting of my picks for office
this year.
Governor: After a good run for
his money, Pug Ravenel's ship
has been sunk for this year, but
he'll be back, and soon. But
getting someone in the governor's chair who is in a position to
deliver at least part of the change
in South Carolina that Pug
promised is the business at hand.
Unquestionably, the man this
year is James Edwards. He's got
a lot going for him, including
brains, integrity and independence. He deserves the
support of all of the people who
want a change this year.
Lt. Governor: Check the record
and you'll vote for Carroll
Campbell. He's promoted 18year-old legal rights, ethics
legislation and, most impressive,
he has a perfect attendance
record in the House, where he
sponsored the rules change that
stopped absent members from
collecting $25-per-day subsistence pay. His opponent is
another lowcountry old-timer.
First Congressional District:
Mendel Davis is the man. The
young Democrat has brought in
some industry, and besides, who
is George Rast?
Second District: He likes
people and people like him.
Congress needs more men like
Republican Floyd Spence and he
needs to be returned to
Washington.
Third District: Democrat
Butler Derrick is young, intelligent and honest. He seems to
be in touch with the people and
can carry the people's message
pf reform to Washington.
Fourth District: Most people

were impressed with Democrat
James Mann's performance
during the Judiciary Committee
hearings. He gained a good deal
of respect and needs to be reelected.
Fifth District: Len Phillips, the
Lancaster Republican, is the
better of two newcomers in that
race. Phillips talks sense and
needs to go to Washington with it.
Sixth District: Probably one of
the most dedicated, concerned
and honest men in Congress is
Republican Ed Young. Here, a
word about the opposition is in
order. John Jenrette is a snake in
the grass on the Grand Strand,
and needs to be put out to sea
without a paddle.
Attorney General: This race is
more important than most people
realize. Tom Turnipseed's vote in
the Democratic primary showed
that people want a change in this
office too. For the job that is
probably the third most important in the state, Ken Powell is
the man. Turnipseed has endorsed Powell, and we need his
youth, energy and responsiveness to the people.
U.S. Senate: I think I'll just
leave that box empty. That's
what I call a vote with a
message!
John Rivers

Fraternity
merits praise
The brothers of the chapter of
Omega Psi Phi fraternity on
Clemson's campus, XZ, should be
recognized and congratulated for
their participation in the
homecoming display of floats.
XZ is a chapter of one of the
four major national black
fraternities. With a meager
membership of 10, it designed
and constructed a float depicting
an artillery tank, bearing the
name "Exorcist" and topped by a
Tiger helmet and firing a series
of lights at a Duke Bluedevil
ascending from a crevice on a
football field. The display was
appropriately entitled, "Raze the
Devil."
It is felt that XZ should be
recognized for their efforts
because this was the first time
that a homecoming display was
presented by a group of black
students since the arrival of
blacks at Clemson University.
Based on observations of
spectator reactions, it was felt
that this particular display was
more creative than the others or
more worthy of being rewarded
should be decided by its beholder.
Evidently, the judges who beheld
this creation were not too impressed, because the display
received no open approval in the
form of an award. But, that is
sometimes the outcome of judged
competition and must be accepted by its contestants.
Still, again, the brothers of XZ
and those who helped with the
float should be congratulated and

thanked for their efforts.
Members of SLBI
(Student League
for Black Identity)

Club advisor
aids students
I was pleased to read the article on the Clemson University
Student Association for Mental
Retardation.
It is hartening to see that
students are turning towards
such human-service groups as
the CUSAMR and the Clemson
Community Involvement Society
and also heartening to see the
Tiger dedicate space to the
recognition
of
these
organizations.
I noticed one lacuna in the
article dealing with the
CUSAMR,
however, which I
feel is needed to complete the
information presented: the
current faculty advisor for the
organization is Dr. Carol
Brainerd, assistant professor of
psychology.
Since the faculty advisor plays
an important role in coordinating
the activities of such student
organizations, I would like you to
print this letter to acknowledge
the dedicated service of Dr.
Brainerd in the CUSAMR.
Bernard Caffrey, Ph.D.
Head and Associate Professor

Mensa group
may organize
Mensa, for those who do not
know it, is an international
organization based upon the idea
that intelligent people need each
other. The sole condition for
membership is an intelligence
test score higher than 98 percent
of the general population.
A common reaction at this
point is to say "egotrip" and
dismiss Mensa and its membership. And no one is going to
argue that ego is not an important motivation for the 30,000
applicants to Mensa each year,
but be warned: There is no
authoritarianism in Mensa.
If ego is important to you, stay
away from Mensa. Sound
reasoning and clear logic are the
only things that other members
respect. The only intollerance in
Mensa comes when someone
tries to trot-out degrees or pull
rank to win a point.
An 18-year-old freshman and a
50-year-old professor start out
dead even and you can believe
that the better logic will win in a
difference of views. On the other
hand, if you are Mensa material,
here is the opportunity for a
kinship, a freemasonry that you
have seldom experienced before.
In Mensa you have fellow
travelers who can follow your
thinking, respond to your ideas,
continued to page 12
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Opinion

Derrick, Parker need special interest lesson

by W. Robert Reynolds
Recently
at
Clemson,
Democrat Butler Derrick and
Republican Marshall Parker,
opponents in the race for South
Carolina's 3rd Congressional
District seat, engaged in a
debate. During the course of the
debate, both spoke of protective
tariffs for the textile industry.
Neither made much sense.
Parker expressed the view that
special interest groups are an
obstacle to controlling inflation.
He stated that "the government
has acted irresponsibly in
passing
special
interest
legislation" and that to "beat
inflation" we need a "responsible
Congress." Yet, when asked
about protective tariffs for the
textile industry, Parker said that
he would vote for the tariffs to
"protect the jobs and welfare of
the people."

And from Derrick: "If it takes
tariffs to protect the industry and
the people's jobs, it will get my
support." You see, Derrick
doesn't regard the tariffs as a
special interest question since
they, according to him, apply to
the well-being of the economy.
Well, just what would be the
effects of protective tariffs for
the textile industry on the
economy?
Immediately, of course, the
cost to the foreign producer of
selling textiles in the United
States jumps. The producer
passes this added cost on to the
United States buyer.
Now, as domestic textile
producers had foreseen, the price
of foreign textiles and the price of
domestic textiles are comparable. Many consumers shift
their purchases from the for-

merly cheaper foreign products
to the "home" market. The
domestic textile industry experiences an increase in the
quantity of its product consumed.
The foreign producer, meanwhile, suffers a decrease in
quantity consumed which is
larger than the increase enjoyed
by the domestic producer,
because consumers buy less at
the higher domestic price.
The domestic textile industry
seems to be doing well for itself,
realizing a rise in demand for its
product. The people are now
paying higher prices for textiles.
This includes textile workers
,and thus may offset any pay
raises that they may have
received.
The tariff appears to have been
something less than good foreign
relations practice, and, in fact,

the foreign textile producer is
probably sponsoring antiAmerican rallies in his factory
yards. He has lost a large part of
his American market and shifts
his product to a more profitable
market, if he can find one. In any
case, he loses income. Thus his
country loses income and thereby
cannot afford to import at its
previous level. Hence, the
reduction in imports into the
United States means a reduction
in exports to some of the countries it has been trading with.
There is also the possibility of
retaliatory tariffs by that
country.
The reduction of United States
exports means a reduction of
production in the United States,
thus a reduction in somebody's
pay (or maybe the loss of
somebody's job), which means a

reduction ... which means a
reduction . . .
Now, Mr. Parker and Mr.
Derrick, you desire to protect the
industry and the people's jobs
and welfare with protective
tariffs for the textile industry?
Granted, the tariffs will help the
textile industry. But the only
people that the tariffs may — and
I emphasize may — help are the
textile workers, who comprise
only a small segment of the total
population.
The rest of the people are hit
with higher prices and perhaps
pay reduction or job loss. And
kick in bad foreign relations just
for laughs.
Mr. Parker, that doesn't sound
very "responsible." And Mr.
Derrick, I suggest you look up the
definition of "special interest."

Who are these people?

Have we got a place for you!
They're members of the Tiger senior staff — a
group of students who work, party, travel, attend
conventions, laugh, cry, scream and put out a
paper together. Together with a junior staff of
writers, photographers, artists, ad sellers, pasteup people, circulation workers and many more,
they produce a paper that is recognized by
collegiate staffs across the country as an outstanding publication.
Members of the Tiger staff have an edge of
over most college students. They know the
workings of the campus better than most, and
they are part of the vital process of communication.

If you're interested

In a position

come to the Tiger office

9th level

above the loggia or call 2150.
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campus bulletin
SCPIRG, S. C. public interest research
group will hold a meeting on Wednesday
Nov. 6 at 7 p.m. in 203 Daniel. All interested
persons are invited.

RESUME PHOTOS will be taken every
Thursday afternoon, 4-6, on campus. Two for
$1.50, five for $2.50, other rates available.
One week service. Contact John Stevenson at
654-2522or F. L. Hiser at 3037or 654-5020.

KAPPA ALPHA THETA will sponsor a
Kite Dance 8-12 p.m. in the YMCA gym. Cost
is $3 percouple and $2 single. The band to be
featured is Ninth Row. Ticket price includes
beer.

TWENTY refrigerators will be distributed
on a first come, first served basis, Monday.
Anyone interested can call the Department
of Services at 2153.

JOBS ON SHIPS. No experience required.
Excellent pay. Worldwide travel. Perfect
summer job or career. Send S3 for information. Seafax, Dept. S-10, P. O. Box
2049, Port Angeles, Washington, 98362.

SOPHOMORE Alpha Lambda Delta
members who were initiated last spring and
the present fall term will have their pictures
made Wednesday, 5 p.m. at the Alumni
Center. All are asked to be present.

THE AERO CLUB meeting of Monday has
been cancelled. The next regular meeting
will be held Nov. 11 ate p.m., in A801 of the P
8> A building.

BEER is just as much a part of alcoholism
as is gin or bodka. There is a difference
between liking to drink and having to drink.
Hotline has few facts about alcoholism that
one might want to know. For more information call Hotline, 654-1040, 8 p. m. to 8
a.m., seven days a week.

THE HOWLING Mad Dog Society of
Clmeson will have an organizational
meeting Thursday at 10 p.m. in the amphitheater. The society is an international
co-ed association dedicated to drinking beer
and partying. For more information call
Rugby at 6581.

GIRLS RUGY practice will be held
Monday and Wednesday, 5 p. m. on the
soccer field.
THE DIXIE Skydlvers will meet Wednesday, at 9 p.m. in 300 Tillman.

BICYCLE CLUB meeting will be held
Thursday at 9:30 in the YMCA. All bike
enthusaists in racing, touring, or otherwise,
are invited.

MATH CLUB will meet Thursday, 7 p.m.,
M-101 Martin. The meeting is designed to aid
students in pre-registration for the spring
semester. Anyone interested is invited to this
meeting.

STUDENTS can earn up to $1,200 a school
year hanging posters on campus in their
spare time. Anyone Interested should send
name, address, phone number and name of
school to:
Coordinator of Campus
Representatives, P. O. Box 1384, Ann Arbor,
Mich., 48106.

THE SOUNDS of the Jesus People can be
heard every Sunday, 1-3 p.m. on WSBF-FM,
88.1. Special feature each week includes a 30
minute program called Soulfully Yours.

THE. CLEMSON WOMEN'S swim team
needs women interested in swimming or
diving. No previous experience is necessary.
All home meets are to be Held in the new
pool. Practice has already started. For information call Coach Ellington at 2061 or
Donna Speeer at 8333.

SKI CLUB: Money for the donation tickets
is due on Tuesday, 7:30 p.m. in 415 Daniel.
All those going to Waterville Valley at
Thanksgiving must deposit $35 at this
meeting. The grand prize will be awarded at
this time. Regular business will also be
conducted. It snowed 28 inches at Waterville
last Monday night.

FREE RETAIL CATALOG: pipes,
waterpipes, bongs, cigarette papers, rolling
machines, superstones, underground
comics, etc. Anyone interested should write
to Gabriella's Goodies, Box 434, Hollywood,
Ca., 90028.

ROD AND GUN Club Is meeting every
first and third Wednesday each month. New
members are welcome. For further information contact Kevin Schaack at 8264 or
Charles Pulcine at 654-9968 in B-817.

-CLEMSON
STUDENT
Union
is
presenting a short course in bike repair, 78:30 p.m., every Wednesday night Nov. 6Dec. 4 on the YMCA patio. Admission is $1.
All interested should sign up at the YMCA.

RESULTS of the Miller Pick Up Contest as
of Oct. 28 are: Beta Theta PI, 16,363 points;
Kappa Sigma, 7,132 points; Alpha Gamma
Rho, 4,580 points; Pi Kappa Alpha, 3,106
points; Alpha Tau Omega, 2,173 points;
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, 1,321 points; and
Theta Chi, 607 points.

OUTING CLUB will meet Tuesday, 8 p m ,
201 Godfrey. A slide show will be presented
by Alan Barnhardt.
THE CLEMSON University Student
Association for Mental Retardation is
planning a trip to Whitten Village Friday and
Saturday. All members and other interested
students are invited to attend. For more
information call 8501.

classifieds

WANTED: Elton John tickets needed
desperately. If you have one or two tickets
together and are interested in selling them
call Daniel, 7217 after 9 p.m.
PERSONAL: Dear Al, Denver is the mile
high city. JR.
PERSONAL: Rick B, We hear that love is
a many splendored thing. Or should we ask
Patti? The staff.

entertainment
cinema

LOST: One coed in the vicinity of Clemson
Theater just after the Oct. 19 showing of The
Godfather. During the movie she was sitting
with three girlfriends halfway down and just
to the left of the right hand aisle. She stands
about 5'5" tall and was last seen wearing an
organge blouse, dungarees, sandy hair and a
splendid smile. If you are this g rl or one of
her companions that evening, call 654-6980.
Thank you.
LOST: One pair of wire rim glasses in pink
case between Schilletter and Hardln. Call
6800.
LOST: One watch, white-gold, on band
field Oct. 20. Call Jules Jergenson at 6931.
Reward.
FOUND: Slide rule, in Olin last September. See Professor Lefort, 213 Olin.
FOUND: Two umbrellas and one jacket
have been found in the classrooms of Sirrine.
To claim, come to 205 Sirrine and give
description.
FOR SALE: Honda, 100 CL, 1973, excellent
condition. Saves gas. Call 654-5983.
FOR SALE: Airdale puppies, AKC
registered. Sired by Barney. Call 654-2841.
WANTED: A bed for a separated 23 year
old male. Will graduate in December and
need some shelter for the next two months.
Will share all expenses. Must be within two
or three miles of Clemson. Please respond.
M. Davis, 654-3171.

nt»
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YMCA THEATRE - Sunday Free Flick Nov. 3 - "Casino Royale"; Oct. 31-Nov. 2"Billy Jack" -1 may be the only person in the
world who hasn't seen this. Most people who
have seen it have seen it twice.
CLEMSON THEATRE - "Midnight Man" Burt Lancaster, Cameron Mitchell. Murder
Mystery, with typical murder mystery
reviews. Filmed in the Clemson area, with
plenty of familiar faces and places.
ASTRO III - "The Exorcist" ■ Comedy of
the year. Linda Blair really knows how to
make you laugh. Seriously, it is a quality
film with brilliant acting by Miss Blair,
Ellen Burstyn, Jason Miller and Max Von
Sydow. Don't miss its extraordinary special
effects.
THE FLICK - "W. C. Fields Festival" Thru Thursday - There will be plenty of
classic comedy from the king. Highly
recommended for the classic film buff or
anyone who likes to laugh.
WAREHOUSE THEATRE - Harold
Pinter's "Old Times" - beginning Oct. 31 at 8
p.m. We'll try to have a full review of this
next week.
BELL TOWER - "The Shaggy Dog" and
"The Bears and I" - sounds a lot like Disney
titles to me, bit if it's your thing...

FRIDAY
Movie: "Billy Jack," Student
YMCA Theatre, through Saturday.
Gutter Coffee House, 8:30 p.m.
SATURDAY
Chess Tournament, YMCA, 10 a.m.
Trip to Biltmore House in Asheville, N. C.
Gutter Coffee House, 8:30 p.m.
SUNDAY
Chess Tournament, YMCA, 2 p.m.
Sunday Free Flick, "Casino Royale" and
"Buck Rogers," Student Union YMCA
Theatre, 8 p.m.
MONDAY
Jazz Dance Class for beginners in YMCA
gym, 7 p.m.
Movie: "Dirty Mary, Crazy Larry,"
Student Union YMCA Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9
p.m., thru Wed.
TUESDAY
Short Course in Quilting, Wesley Foundation, 7 p.m.
November Nonsense, Bowman Field, noon
until 5 p.m.
WEDNESDAY
Short Course in Magic, YMCA, 7 p.m.
Short Course in Bike Repair, YMCA Patio,
7 p.m.
Movie: "Mash" University Union YMCA
Theatre, thru Saturday.
THURSDAY
Short
Course
in
Houseplants,
Greenhouses, 2:00 p.m.
Professional Act in the Gutter Coffee
House, 8:30 p.m., 50 cents admission, thru
Saturday.

LYMAN and RCBS RELOADING EQUIPMENT, PISTOLS,
RIFLES and SHOTGUNS BY
BROWNING,
ITHACA,
1 WEATHERBY,
RUGER,
SMITH & WESSON, ALSO
DUXBAK
HUNTING
CLOTHING.

HARRIS

■ I! a S
■JHHI

.**

SPORTING GOODS ■

' :

+t*GH t/tf C
1st Beta Theta FT
2nd Alpha Gamma Rho arid Kappa Sigma
3rd Pi Kappa and Alpha Tau Omega
Points Range from 16,000 to 2100.
10 Cases Miller Cans—300 Pts
10 Kegs Miller Draft—500 Pts
10 Cases Miller Bottles—115 Pts
You Figure It...You Still Can Win A Big Prize
Four More Pick Ups.

Once there were
two reform candidates.
Now there is one.

Jim Edwards and Pug Ravenel aren't
in the same political party.
But they share many of the same
concerns about government in South
Carolina.
They both believe that government
has gotten too "political", too far
removed from the people.
Neither Ravenel nor Edwards is a
politician. They are simply good people
trying to make good changes.
But Ravenel is gone. And only Edwards
is left.

But Edwards is in the minority party.
A party that hasn't been near the governor's chair in almost 100 years.
So he's in for an uphill fight.
But it's a fight he can win, with your help.
If you vote the man, not the party, we
can put South Carolina government
where it belongs: Back in the hands of
the people.
If you'd like to help Jim Edwards get
elected, write Edwards for Governor,
P.O. Box 5925, Columbia, S.C. 29250,
or call (803) 779-6515

FOR GOVERNOR

EDWARDS

Union

VOTE THE MAN, FOR A CHANGE
Paid for by Edwards for Governor Committee, Dan Ross, Chairman.

letters
continued from page 9
and challenge your potential.
Here are fresh inquiring minds
not restricted to the confines of
your professional or academic
field. Mensa can also be the end
to the isolation great many
superior minds must often endure.

The
American
Mensa
organization can supply tests for
any who wish to investigate
joining or are just curious about
their ability, but SAT and GRE
scores will do as well. If you are
close to 1300 on SAT or 1250 on
GRE you have a good chance,
and if you are over that you

X V ■
RECORDS
V
CHEAP

s

**■
-c'
' Regular $6.95
1. Loggins & Messina - Mother Lode
2. Kiki Dee — I've Got The Music In Me . .
3. Electril Light Orch.-EIdorado
4. Rolling Stones — It's Only Rock & Roll
•*
All other $6.98 only $4.33

Music Machine J
$3.85 /
3.85
.3.85
3.85
^

MUSIC MACHINE
ANDERSON I1WY. AT 28 BY PASS. ANDERSON. S. C. AT 224-2562.
Open 10-5:30 Mon.-Sat.

l

MM*
•I

should be in.
But now comes the real
questions: Are you interested?
Are you willing to chance losing
the edge of being the brightest
person in the group? Do you want
to know what you can do when
you go all out?
If your answers are yes's then
get in touch with T. A. Elkins, 101
Sirrine Hall.
T. A. Elkins

Write-in
for Dorn
Make your vote count... twice.
Pug Ravenel intends to vote for
Bryan Dorn for governor by

writing his name in ... Here's
why:
Pug says that he can't vote for
Sen. Edwards because their
positions on the issues are so
basically different.
Edwards' appearance before
the Public Service Commission,
his proposal of legislation which
would benefit dentists, his failure
to disclose personal financial
information, and his incomplete
disclosure of campaign contributors all run counter to the
basic principles Pug campaigned
on.
Send Bryan Dorn a message.
Write-in votes for Bryan Dorn
will count as a vote for the better
man and will also carry a
message that this voter sub-

APO to run shuttle bus
Alpha Phi Omega has announced that beginning Sunday it
will again operate a system of
shuttle buses to and from the
three resident parking lots. The
University-owned vans driven by
representatives of APO will run
from 6-9 p.m. each Sunday
evening.
The routes and procedures for
this year's shuttle will be similar
to those of last year. There will be
two vans serving each parking
lot. Each van will wait in the
parking lot until the van is filled
or until the second van returns to
the lot.
West campus riders will be
carried to stops in front of the

laundry and near the fraternity
quad. On East campus, stops will
be made along the horseshoe.
APO will also provide an airport shuttle for students needing
transportation to the GreenvilleSpartanburg jetport on Tuesday,
Nov. 26. Interested students must
make written reservations by
Thursday, Nov. 20 in order that
an adequate number of vans can
be reserved from the motor pool.
Reservations should be mailed to
APO, P. O. Box 2885.
There will also be a shuttle
service for students returning to
the jetport on Sunday, Dec. 1.
Reservations for this must also
be in by Nov. 20.

scribes to the principles that Pug
Ravenel has stood for. It is a
message to every politician in the
state ... A message that is
positive and constructive.
Write-in votes for Bryan Dorn
would represent an ultimatum to
Con. Dorn and to the powerful
few in our state government that
we demand effective, constructive and progressive
programs to meet the needs of
the people of South Carolina.
Write-in votes will be clearly
identified as demands upon
Bryan Dorn to seek ways of
achieving
Pug
Ravenel's
programs for excellence in South
Carolina.
Richard Johnson
Former youth director
Ravenel campaign.

'Improvement'
not wanted
Recently I witnessed still
another of the University's
continuing
"improvement"
campaigns. Several of our
beautiful oaks fell victim in the
area between Daniel Hall and the
east campus dorms.
I am one of many who feel this
destruction of trees is detriment
to the campus instead of an
improvement. The trees on
campus are being eliminated one
by one as more asphalt and pink
brick buildings take their place.
The beauty of the Clemson
campus has always been that it
was green and not concrete gray.
This may not be true very long.
Hundred-year-old oaks are
constantly being destroyed in the
name of progress. Let's keep
Clemson green. Who wants to live
on a concrete campus?
Joey Goforth

;A FUQUA COMPANY;
NOW SHOWING
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WILUAM PETER BLATTY'S

MEMBER AMERICAN
GEM SOCIETY

The answer is "Yes!' And now
you're going to shop for your diamond—
together. That's why we're here—to
help you. We're members of the
American Gem Society—your assurance
that in our wide selection you will
discover only fine diamonds, scientifically
priced. We respect your budget
problems, too. Come in and see us.
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THE I
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Directed byWILLIAM FRIEDKIN
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PRECIOUS STONES - DIAMONDS - FINE JEWELRY
102 COLLEGE AVENUE

CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
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sports
Parker says action on protest is unlikely
by Kerry Capps

__

" 'Actor' Morgan Is Nonchalant Before
the Big Scene"
Thus read the headline in the Sunday
morning Knoxville News-Sentinal. It
described Tennessee's second offensive
play of the game last Saturday against the
Tigers — a 65-yard touchdown pass play
from quarterback Condredge Holloway to
running back Stanley Morgan which
prompted Clemson coach Red Parker to
file an official protest questioning the
legality of the play.
Morgan, the primary 'actor' in the play,
best described what the play and the
protest is all about when he was questioned
by the News-Sentinal after the game
Saturday. "Yeah, I did a little acting along
the sideline," Morgan was quoted as
saying. "I ran out toward the bench on the
play up the middle (the play preceding the
controversial play) and just stood there
with my arms folded. I tried not to look too
interested in what was happening. I don't
believe the Clemson defense knew I was
around. I know the official didn't."
The only trouble with Morgan's act was
that several years ago the NCAA passed a
rule especially designed" to prohibit just
the kind of play described above —
commonly referred to as a "hideout" or
"huddle play". The rule clearly states that
no player can be more than 15 yards away
from the ball when it is snapped. In the
questioned case, the ball was snapped
from the right hash mark, while Morgan
stood on the opposite sideline in front of the
Tennessee bench — approximately 30
yards away.
Atlantic Coast Conference supervisor of
officials Norman Neve visited Clemson on
Monday, following Parker's filing of the
protest. After viewing the film of the play
he concluded that there was "absolutely no
doubt" that the play was illegal.
The ACC alone, however, cannot bring
about any action to deal with the controversy, therefore, the fate of the protest
rests with the NCAA and the Southeastern
Conference.
Parker said Wednesday that he doubted
if the NCAA would take any action on the

protest — that it was regarded as a conference matter. He also expressed doubt
that the SEC would choose to take any
disciplinary action against Tennessee.
Ironically, any action by the SEC on the
matter would come through the office of
the SEC rules chairman, a post now held
by former Clemson football coach Hootie
Ingram.
Parker said that the only chance he sees
for any action to be taken on the matter,
would be for the SEC to react to pressure
currently being exerted by two reporters
from the Knoxville News-Sentinal staff. He
said that he had been told that they were

in 1965 against South Carolina. If this
precedent were followed, Clemson's
record would remain 3-4 regardless of the
ruling.
It appears likely at this time that if any
action is taken at all in the case, that it will
be directed at the game officials.
Parker said that he waited until after the
game to file the protest so that he could
review the game films and be sure of all
the evidence. He stated in his Tuesday
press conference that he felt that he was
obligated to take some kind of action to
show his support to his team.

Waiting to review the evidence,
however, probably precluded the
possibility of receiving any sort of
nullification of the play. Had the play been
questioned immediately after its completion, chances would have been at least
better for some kind of official's ruling.
The play in question was obviously
illegal — no one has denied that. The injustice comes in the fact that the
negligence of the game officials served
single-handedly to negate a maximum
effort by a football team and a coaching
staff. It makes an already tough loss even
harder to swallow.

Trailing
the
Tiger
planning to pursue the matter.
The question of what kind of action
would be taken, if any, is currently
unanswered. It would be unprecedented
for a school to forfeit an entire game
because of the use of one illegal play.
Sports publicity director Jerry Arp said
that even if such an unusual decision did
come about, that it was unlikely that
Clemson would choose to actually change
the win-loss record.
The original records still stand for two
"official" forfiets in Clemson's favor —
one in 1972 against Oklahoma and the other

Banta

LINEBACKER Jimmy Williamson reaches to bat down a pass intended for Tennessee wide receiver Tim Fitchpatrick during Clemson's 29-28 loss to the Vols.

Cubs lose to Biddies;
host Ferrum on Friday
by Liz Doyle.

QUARTERBACK Mark Fellers is hemmed in by two Tennessee tacklers as he tries
to cut upfield.

It was the Clemson Jayvees' "could do
nothing right week" last week. They were
defeated by the University of South
Carolina Biddies by a score of 27-0.
Clemson's problems started with just
five minutes gone in the game. Lamar
Davis' punt was blocked in the end zone for
a 2-0 Carolina lead.
Following a fumble recovery, the Cubs
mounted a drive down to the Biddie threeyard line, but then lost a fumble to stop the
drive. It turned out to be only the first of
five lost fumbles for the Cubs during the
game.
In the second quarter the Biddies fell, on
quarterback Rick Weddington's bad
pitchout on the Clemson 27. The Cub
defense turned back the Biddie threat,
however, and USC had to settle for a field
goal and a 5-0 halftime lead.
Although both teams had 118 yards in
offense in the second half, things didn't get
any better for the Cubs. The Biddies
scored their first touchdown on a 55-yard
drive, with Lance Garrett going over for
the score. The point after attempt was

good, making the score 12-0.
The Cubs then fumbled away the
Carolina kickoff, giving the Biddies
another scoring opportunity. They
capitalized with another score to take a 180 lead. Another 57-yard drive made the
score 25-0 with 11:29 remaining in the third
quarter.
Just two minutes later a high snap was
bobbled out of the end zone for another
safety, making the final score 27-0.
Coach Tom Moore summed up the game
by saying that "there was not one bright
spot in the whole game," but he added that
the Cubs would be ready for Ferrum
Junior College this Friday.
Ranked eighth nationally among junior
colleges, Ferrum brings a seven game
winning streak to Clemson. Ferrum has
had some outstanding teams in the past —
enough to warrant Clemson's interest in
several of their players. Tony Mathews,
Don Testerman, and Jim Lanzendoen all
played at Ferrum before coming to
Clemson.
Friday's game will begin at 2 p.m.

Booters lose to no. 1 St Louis; beat Duke
by Kerry Capps
The Clemson soccer team ran its
season's record to 9-2 last week, as the
Tigers dropped a 2-0 decision to top-ranked
defending national champion St. Louis and
then came back to hand ACC foe Duke a 4-0
defeat.
"I looked up at the scoreboard after the
game, and I had trouble believing that it
read St. Louis 2-Clemson 0," said Coach
I.M. Ibrahim in regard to his team's loss to
the Billikens. "We actually dominated the
game completely after the first fifteen
minutes of the game. One person there in
St. Louis told me that he had never seen a
St. Louis team kept under as much constant pressure as in the second half of our
game.
St. Louis opened the game on the attack,
pressuring the Clemson defense. The
first score came with just 12 minutes gone
in the game, as Kevin Handlan took a pass
on a 40-yard direct kick and headed the
ball into the goal.
Ibrahim then made a lineup change, as
he replaced Michael Murray with Eric
Smith at right wing. From that point on the
complexion of the game changed.
Throughout the remainder of the contest
the Clemson offense was able to control the
tempo of the game, repeatedly testing the
St. Louis defense. Each time the Tigers
threatened, however, the Billiken defense
stiffened to thwart the attack.
The second St. Louis goal came in the
second half when Denis Carrington
deflected a shot on a drive by Bruce
Rudroff, only to have John Roselien punch
the ball in for the final 2-0 margin.
"I would have to say that goalkeeping
made the big difference in the game,"
Ibrahim commented. "Rob Vallero made
four really super saves for St. Louis which
kept us from scoring.

"On the other hand, Denis Carrington let
the second St. Louis goal score when it
should not have. He was still hampered in
that game by a hip injury," added
Ibrahim.
For the game, the Tigers outshot St.
Louis 19-17, and had five corner kicks to
the Billikens' two.
Against Duke on Tuesday Clemson
struck early in the game for three goals
and then coasted in for the win.
The first Tiger score came just six
minutes into the game. Smith passed the
ball across the field to Ralston Moore. As
Moore went for the ball, a Duke defender
attempted to head the ball out, but instead
the ball deflected off into the Duke goal.
Moore was credited with the score.
The second Clemson goal came when
Moore beat a Duke defender and scored
unassisted. Smith then followed with the
third Clemson goal, coming on a drive in
from his left wing spot.
Clyde Watson finalized the Clemson
scoring late in the game, scoring on a pass
from Alfred Morrison.
Coach Ibrahim expressed the opinion
that the Tigers are now playing far
superior soccer to what they played at the
beginning of the season. "We're playing
well now as a team," he said, "If last
year's team had played as well as a unit as
this year's team is playing now, there is no
way that we would have lost a single game
all last season.
Ibrahim cited the play of team captain
Clyde Browne and fullback Ron Giesbers
as being especially impressive against St.
Louis. Browne, the ACC's most valuable
player for the last two season, played both
games in the unfamiliar middle back
position — a change necessitated by in-

juries to other members of the team.
"Clyde is really a complete ball-player,"
Ibrahim said. "He should be in line for
first team ail-American honors this
season. He's as good as I've seen, and I've
seen some of the best."
Looking ahead to the final two games of
the season and then on to the regional
playoffs, Ibrahim sees the performance of
Clemson's strikers as being the key to
success for the Tigers. Right now those
two positions are being filled by Ralston
Moore, a converted back who was
moved to the front line because of a foot
injury which has hampered his defensive
play, and Alfred Morrison, who was moved
to striker from his link position.

last week and will be out for the remainder
of the season.
The Tigers will host N.C. State this
Sunday. The game is scheduled to get
underway at 2 p.m.

"The big disappointment with our team
so far has been the inability of our strikers
to make things happen on offense,"
Ibrahim said. "The people we've had up
there are just not taking the initiative.
They are waiting for someone to pass the
ball to them."
"Rennie Phillips is the kind of player
that can get the offense moving, but he's
just not done it," Ibrahim continued. 'If he
can come around to give us some
leadership on our attack, it will make a big
difference. We can be an excellent team,
but that is the missing link."
The Clemson lineup for the upcoming
N.C. State game is significantly altered
from the lineup earlier in the season.
Moore and Morrison will start at strikers,
with Phillips and Smith on the wings. Gary
Chuck and Clyde Watson will start at links,
with Giesbers, Browne, Wendell Manifold,
and Mark Alphonso at backs.
Manifold replaces Gordon Alphonso,
who underwent appendectomy surgery

Rowntree

CLYDE BROWNE controls the ball
during Clemson's 1-0 win over Erskine.

Sports Briefs

Sailing Club hosts invitational regatta Saturday
The Clemson Sailing Club
remained undefeated for the fall
semester after last weekend's
Citadel Invitational regatta,
tying the College of Charleston
for first place honors. Each
school finished the day's competition with 33 points.
John Gervais paced Clemson in
division A, taking low point
honors. Terry Lamp, Lewis
Seabrook, John Freeman, and
Jane Sweeney sailed for Clemson.
This weekend the Clemson club
will host its own fall invitational
regatta. The regatta, scheduled
to get underway at 9:30 a.m. on
Saturday, will also serve as
elimination competition for the
regional championships. One of
the top three finishers will host
the championships, scheduled for
Nov. 16.
FENCING TEAM
The Clemson fencing team will
host an invitational tournament

this Saturday, with six schools
competing.
Joining Clemson in the tournament will be teams from
Georgia, Georgia Tech, Georgia
Southern, Tennessee and Piedmont.
Competition will get under way
at 9 a.m. at Littlejohn Coliseum.
WOMEN'S FENCING
The Clemson women's fencing
team hosted an invitational
tournament last weekend, with 33
competitors from South Carolina,
North Carolina, and Georgia
entered.
In sabre competition Jeanette
Ratliff from Georgia Southern
placed first, with Clemson's
Donna Basinger placing second.
In epee Kathy Meyers from
Georgia placed first, with Ratliff
coming in second.
In individual foil Basinger took
first place for Clemson. Beth
Lowry from Georgia was second,

with Clemson's Nonie Hudnall
third.
INTRAMURALS
Last week tournament play
was completed in several intramural sports. Ted Spitz won
the intramural horseshoe tournament. Softball play for men
was also completed,with Darby's
Demons winning the overall
championship and Sigma Nu
placing first in the interfraternity tournament.
Susan Wagner and Jane Aiken
defeated Ann Garrett and
Theresa Cannon in the women's
tennis doubles tournament.
Wagner was also women's
singles champion. Men's doubles
finals are scheduled for this
week.
The fall touch football season
started Oct. 21 with a total of 89
teams competing in men's and
women's play.
Soccer competition is now in its
fourth week. The Sigma Alpha

Epsilon Lions and the Goal
Smashers lead league A, while
the
Internationals
and
Cucamonga are tied for the lead
in league B.
ARCHERY
The Student Union sponsored
Clemson's first archery tournament, as half of a junior
American round was shot from
distances of 20, 30, and 40 yards.
Frank McKinney was the
winner in the target shooter's
class. Herbert Strickland won the
bowhunter's unlimited class, and
Lawrence Winges won the
bowhunter's limited class.
WOMEN'S SWIMMING
The
Clemson
women's
Swimming Club will practice
next week at the YMCA pool.
Practices will be at 8 p.m. on
Tuesday and Thursday and at
12:15 p.m. on Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
Swimmers and divers who are
interested but who cannot attend

these workouts are requested to
contact Coach Coke Ellington at
656-2061.
JAYVEE TENNIS
The Clemson JV tennis team
took two of three doubles matches from Anderson Jr. College,
but then lost five out of six singles
matches, as the Cub netters
dropped a 6-3 decision to the
Trojans.
Elango Ranganathan, one of
the nation's top rated junior
college players, paced the
Anderson victory, defeating
Clemson's Ward Snyder 6-3, 4-6,
6-2.
Clemson's lone singles win
came when third seeded Danny
Tauber swpt Anderson's Rudy
Cobin in straight sets, 6-1, 6-1.
In the number one doubles
match Snyder and Tauber
teamed up for Clemson to defeat
Anderson's Ranganathan and
Nanesh Babe.

Football Predictions
GAMES

JOHN
ROWNTREE
(27-13)

RICHARD
BYRD
(26-14)

LIZ
DOYLE
(26-14)

KERRY
CAPPS
(25-15)

HORATIO
SCHWARTZ
(25-15)

TIN CAN
CONSENSUS
(24-16)

JIM
LUCAS
(23-77)

EILEEN
MOORE
(23-17)

CLEMSON WAKE FOREST
MARYLAND-PENN STATE
GA. TECH-DUKE
NEBRASKA-COLORADO
ARKANSAS-TEXAS A&M
AUBURN-FLORIDA
FURMAN-APPALACHIAN
HOUSTON-GEORGIA
KENTUCKY-TULANE
WEST VIRGINIA-BOSTON COLLEGE

Clemson
Maryland
Duke
Colorado
A&M
Florida
Appalachian
Houston
Tulane
West Va.

Clemson
Maryland
Duke
Nebraska
Arkansas
Auburn
Furman
Georgia
Tulane
West Va.

Clemson
Maryland
Tech
Colorado
A&M
Auburn
Furman
Georgia
Kentucky
Boston

Clemson
Penn St.
Duke
Nebraska
A&M
Florida
Appalachian
Georgia
Tulane
Boston

Clemson
Penn St.
Duke
Nebraska
A&M
Florida
Furman
Georgia
Tulane
West Va.

Clemson
Maryland
Tech
Nebraska
Arkansas
Auburn
Furman
Houston
Tulane
West Va.

Clemson
Maryland
Duke
Nebraska
A&M
Auburn
Furman
Georgia
Tulane
Boston

Clemson
Penn St.
Tech
Colorado
A&M
Auburn
Furman
Georgia
Kentucky
West Va.

STEVE
ELLIS
(17-23)
Maryland
Duke
Nebraska
A&M
Auburn
Houston
Tuiane
Boston
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Runners to compete in conference meet
By Steve Ellis
Running in the first of three
post-season championship meets,
Clemson's cross country team
placed second in the State Meet
held Saturday at Furman.
Although the team finished
behind Furman 23-48, Clemson
placed well in front of third place
Baptist College.
Clemson was paced by the
performances of Roy Kulikowski
arid Dean Matthews. Kulikowski
finished second on the 5.2 mile
course in 25:25, while Matthews

finished third in 25:35. Jim Rasch
of Furman won the meet in 25:15.
By placing in the top seven
Kulikowski and Matthews earned
all-state honors.
Rounding out the top seven for
Clemson were Dave Wright,
Herman Jutzeler, Connie Grant,
Rob Drummond and Brian
Waldrep. Wright finished 12th,
and Jutzeler, who has been
hampered by a leg injury, placed
14th.
This Saturday the team travels

to Durham, N.C., to compete in
the ACC championship meet.
Competing in the meet are three
of the premier teams in the
South. Paced by last year's ACC
champ Scott Eden, Duke is
picked by Clemson coach Jim
Morehead as the pre-meet
favorite. The Blue Devils are the
only undefeated team in the ACC.
Two weeks ago they defeated
UNC.
The Tar Heels are paced by
freshman Ralph King, whose

only loss this year has been to
Eden.
Although Clemson lost to N.C.
State earlier in the season,
Morehead believes his team
could finish fourth. "We have
been improving gradually the
past few weeks. I do think we can
beat Wake Forest, Virginia, and
State. Both Dave (Wright) and
Connie (Grant) have been running well recently. Dean and Roy
have been running well enough to
make All-ACC.

The following Saturday the
District III meet will be held at
Furman. Forty-three teams
representing the southeast area
will compete. The top 12 runners,
in addition to the top four teams,
will qualify for the NCAA
National Championships.
Commenting on that meet,
Moorhead said, "the competition
will be very tough but I think
Kulikowski and Matthews both
have a chance to qualify for the
finals.

Ruggers take win from Vols
by Richard Byrd
Clemson's "A" rugby squad
ran its record to 6-1 for the
semester with a 16-0 victory over
Tennessee this past weekend.
In the "B" game, Clemson
squeezed out a 9-4 win. The B

team also now stands 6-1 for the
semester.
The first game featured Tiger
scoring by Jim Sites, Peter Keck
and Ed Pittman. Forward play
by Mike Stuck, Hal Cureton,

Intrasquad meet held
The Clemson track team held
its intra-squad track meet last
Sunday, with several team
members turning in promising
performances.
Distance
runner
Roy
Kulikowski, the top man on
Clemson's cross country team,
topped the field in the mile run
and the three mile run. Rod Huff
placed first in the 440 and ran the
fastest leg in the 880 relay.
Med Allen placed first in the
high hurdles, while Kenneth
George and Gorgen Esher tied
for first in the 100-yard dash.
Esher also placed first in the 220.
A.C.

DUPONT

In the field events, defendingACC champion high jumper Ed
Fern led the way, clearing the
bar at 6' 8". Freshman Mike
Columbus threw the discus 160
feet.
The team also sent several
representatives to an all-comers
meet at West Georgia College
last week. Columbus again threw
the discus 160 feet, while Fern
this time jumped 6'10" to set a
new meet record in the high
jump.
The Tigers coached by I. M.
Ibrahim and Jim Moorhead, will
compete in several indoor meets
beginning in January.
MONROE

Wholesale and Retail Sales
BEST DAM PARTS IN TOWN
AUTO PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNTS

This Sunday at 2 p.m. Clemson
will play host to Charlotte in a
battle for the league championship. The two teams are
currently tied for the league lead.
The remainder of the semester
schedule includes games with the
Atlanta Renegades at Atlanta on
Nov. 10, home against Emory on
Nov. 17, and home against South
Carolina Nov. 24.

Winter
Cold Feet

ROY KULIKOWSKI runs along side North Carolina's freshman
Ralph King. Kulikowski finished second to King, considered to be
one of the nation's premier runners, when the two teams met here
at Clemson. .
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NOW THRU SAT. NOV. 2
—FILMED IN —
CLEMSON - ANDERSON
The most fascinating
murder mystery

XET€t£S

in years.

Special

100 Old Stone Church Rd., Clemson, S.C.
Phone 654-5807
NIEHOFF

Mike Buckner, Donnie Hayes,
and D. G. Conover had several
long runs which helped to keep
the Vols pinned deep in their own
territory.
In the second game Joe Levine,
Kevin Malcom, and Jim Bruno
played important roles, winning
key line outs and scrums. This
enabled Clemson to control the
tempo of the game.
Rick Clanton scored the only
Clemson try on a play set up by
Frank Reece and Mike Francis.

WAGNER

DAN BAKER AUTOMOTIVE

QUAKER STATE

Scooby Brown, and Chris Maury
was a key to the victory.

CHAMPION

WAFFLE PALACE
Breakfast served
anytime

BURT
LANCASTER

SANDAL SALE
TECHNICOLOR

Market Day.
Come down and
Bargain
Downtown

Clemson
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SUSAN CLARK/CAMERON MITCHELL

Sun.-Mon.-Tues. - Nov. 3-5
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Clemson Shopping Center
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clemson theatre
COLLEGE AVENUE/654-3230
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Candidates state platform on environment
by Debbie Graham Dunning
In September the Clemson Zoological
Action Society sent letters to 18 candidates
asking them to outline proposals they had
for preventing future deterioration of the
environment.
Out of these 18, only seven replied.
Democrats to whom letters were sent
and what office they are running for are:
Charles Ravenel, governor; Bryan Dorn,
governor; Brantley Harvey, Lt. governor;
Ernest Hollings, U.S. senator; James
Mann, congress 4th district; Mendel
Davis, congress 1st district; Mathew J.
Perry, congress 2nd district; Butler
Derrick, congress 3rd district; Kenneth
lolland, congress 5th district; John
Jenrette, congress 6th district.
Republicans include: James B.
Kdwards, governor; Carroll Campbell, lt.
governor;
Robert
L.
Watkins,
congressman 4th district; Marshall
Parker, congressman 3rd district; Floyd
Spence, congressman 2nd district; Ed
Young, congressman 6th district; Len
Phillips, congressman 5th district; and
Gwen Bush, U.S. Senate.
Ravenel's reply called for the formulation of a growth policy for South
Carolina. "Our purpose must be the
establishment of growth guidelines which
prevent situations such as hospitals next to
factories, private beaches which exclude
some public access, nuclear waste near
our towns and inner cities with poor highway access."
He also supports strong legislation to
protect the tidelands, beaches and natural
wooded areas such as the Scenic Rivers
Bill and a strong Tidelands Bill.
Campbell stated that he "knows firsthand the need to protect our natural

resources" and is "proud to have a solid
record in support of a quality environment." Campbell has been part
author of two bills in the state senate
concerning the environment. One was to

overseeing, protecting, granting permits
under proper regulations and prosecuting
offenders of the state's tidelands." He also
favors the "protection and retaining in
their natural state our scenic rivers" and

create the South Carolina Natural
Resources Conservation Commission.
Another was to declare a certain area in
Greenville County a bird sanctuary and to
provide penalties for violations.
Harvey sees a need for a state agency
"specifically charged with inventing,

believes that "land use planning should be
undertaken at the county level with support and coordination by the proper
agency of state government."
Bush listed 10 environmental related
areas in which she would favor strong
legislative control including strip mining

safeguards, off-shore oil and mineral
exploration, litter control, bill-board
control, coastal zoning, chemical controls
of vegetation and environmental indoctrination.
Bush assures voters that she will "support and-or initiate all meaningful
legislation that I feel is required to supplement existing federal environmental
laws." In addition, she promises to use her
office to "encourage and support state and
local governments to enact environmental
laws within the areas of their responsibility."
Holland sees the need for land use
control and federal land use legislation
that would provide for "state and local
coordination, encourage state and local
governments to exercise their traditional
authority over growth and development in
a more systematic manner and provide
financial assistance to states for the
development and implementation of a
comprehensive land use process."
Holland also would like to see increased
funding for the Environmental Protection
Agency, strict guide-lines for oil companies and legislation on solid waste
disposal.
Phillips assures voters of his "desire to
vote for the preservation of our God-given
environment" but did not reply with any
specific proposals on the environment.
Marshall Parker's campaign manager
replied that Parker is in "general
agreement with environmental groups
that seek to dramatize the need for a man
to act according to Christian ideals in
dealing with the environment." But he has
not made the environment an issue, feeling
that inflation is the greatest issue facing
the nation today.
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